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SPORTS: Griffin Gets 23 For Fall MSU Football Season
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Seventeen enter race
for city council seats

CH0•1
UNIVERS'

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Sesnueen people --- including num incumbents
compete for 12 at
seals on
- the Murray City Council With
sty candidates filing on Tuesday.
the last day they could do mi. the
field is packed tot the Noventher
electron
People who sole in the city
limns can choose any 12 and the
dorm *WI the most sows are
sworn in to two-year terms
Incumbents Lance Allison. Bill
Wells. Pete Lancaster. Dan
--Whir. *refer, Biltitigton .
Hudspeth.
Danny
Butch
Seargent. Jason Pittman and Pat
Scott filed to run for another
term Current members Rita
Henley. Doris t'Lai-Parham and
Hugh Masses de.ide not to seek
more HIM' 41 the ‘•ouricil
Newcomers include John

GREG IRAs/IS/Lodger& Tams Photo
Dr. Gary Brockway (left). Murray State University provost and vice president tor ace.
demsc affairs. loins Dr. Byung-Wook Jo, vice president and professor of chemical and
polymer sctence and engineering at Chosun University in Gwangiu. South Korea. in
unveiling a sign designating the establishment of an international office in Woods Hall.
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CCHS Basketball
Homecoming Court

South Korean university
opens office at Murray State
1

•

•

By GREG TRAVIS
Stan Wrrter
A dekgatilm of high-ranking officials from
(-bosun l'niscrsit, in Cm angiu. South Korea. was
on the campus of Murray State University
Wednesday to attend an unseiling ceremony and
announce the establishment of an international
Alice in VmskIs Hall
Dr Clary Brockway. Murray State t nisersity
pros ost and %ice president tor academic affairs.
said this was an important and monumental occasion for Murray State "This is a lint for Murray
State Unisersity We are here today dedicating an
international office on the ums emit) from a umseroty ishroed "
He said Chown Unisersuy was a very wellknown university and it was excitiag so know that
officials from that isetinee of higher leant* had
.elected 5151 .1% their U.S. beams for as office.
-We hase had an on-going 10-year relationdip
with Chosun t'nisersity. hut it has really picked up
°set the past two-to-threewith the help of
their representatives.- he said
fins:kw:ay said(-bosun University, with its student enrollment of 25.000, lined up perfectly iivt4i
the programs offered at Murray State. "They hive
Mall.
,of the same programs we have here. hut the%
also hase a law school. medical school and dental

school, he said It is essiting to think about thc
many possibilities for this future relationship
He mid the crov.d attending the s eremony that
VISU and Chosun l'nisersity representauses were
wedding to deselop a '2+2 program where students could attend two years at each of the unmet•
sines and upon graduation rex-else diploma, from
both institutions
Mlle behest, this program V. III
setsaprealfag le iselleets.- he added We AM also looking at
oder ways to cooperate and the kippiinunities that
will ease Aman a result or that cooperation Beichway aid be believed that Msl and
Champ Ueinereity amid drifisiesiy learn from one
ameba. led by awning ais setwork would see
great dale Rest bah Silissailiss is 6e ham
"Beaune ofReee anowesions we believe
an
see osamediny babas oppeambies develop"
Locoed in ibe soaliteseare pea of South
Kam Chreelys is a tees of
1.5
Seedswey aid it maLlLat to now
thatthe Kasen yeammeeet had selected Ammo
University as one of only IR research universities
there
Dr. Byung-Waek Jo. %ice president and professor of Chemical and Polymer Science and
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Dexter man
charged
following
accident in
Mayfield
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Tines
M AY FIELI), Ky. - A
!Jester man *as charged
Wednesday monung an& a vaney offenses tollowing a single%chicle crash on U.S. 45 in
Graves r'ounty that elected him
from his motorcycle.
Troy .I Sehooley. 30. was nd44I /lark, Davidson
ifl hi.
Alotorsys le north on I; S 45
,bout 9 2(1 J rn when he
Atemptedto enter the jarkson
Purs those Parkway and failed to

Murray Pelee Deomierent
• fro wise* thee inoldeit ems l•Pormd at 320 Weft Nil on
Murray See campus at 10:31 a.m. Mondey
• An delft Mel incident was wooled at 1 -16 p.m Monday at
7304 Campbell Orts..
•Someone cams into the station at 1 24 p m lAondey to region a
theft.
• A Mee was repoilad at Murray Country Club at 6:36 pm
Monday.
•AMA was mooned at Murray-Calloway County HOOpial at 6.52
p m Monday
Murray Male University Pollee Depeiliment
• Matthew C. Hirsh wee arreabellier alcoholislealaMion and inde12:24
cent torposure sffer a compleint at Ellsakalhc
tern with
p m Tomsk* He was served wilh a worm,
'Muni to appear in a Calloway court at 116 pm woodsy Otis
at the Calkaanity C011ffVff!"• A possible tam*/959aNtalion was reported at 343 p.m.
Monday at Wale H.
Palheseh hike Department
•Kevin Chemist. 29, and Omsk D. Henson, 22 bait of Hardin
slop
weN awaeled Monday on druiresialed charges Ow
in the peeing let at 3100 Parise Drive in Paducah. MOM=
of pseudophedrins were Sound in their vehicle.
Barnes slopped the am when he naiad Ns emplsliallon was
wired. Chester. the driver, was charged wit driving with a sue-pended license and possession of a melharophelmnine precures
sor Chester's girlfriend, Henson. was Woo charged wilt poss
siOn Of a meth precursor
-inforrnstion attained from reports. logs
and citsbons from various agencies

arm

F. RIC WALKER/ledger & Tomes Photo
Several headstones at Lassiter Cemetery have been overturned and broken by vandals. The cernetety rests on Forrest Road. Calloway County Sheriff's officers are
investigating the case

licgoliali .1 .Uf‘e. 4...:1)11.intg to J

• ntuk St.41C Police release
His motorcycle went oft the
load. struck J ditch and was
elected (roan his motoreyek.
KSP trooper Trey Green
cited Schook, for first-oftense
tiossession of drug paraphernalia. operating on a suspended
license. no inotorcyclt: license.
ilkgal or Altered license plates
and 04) Instifalki: P0111..T
fur•
the' charges are pending
May field/Ca:ors
County
EMS transported Schooley to
lack..(11 Purchase Medical
( enter hetI.: he as treated for
tonatiple mourn:. He was MN
‘...'ar WI: .1 helmet according to
sl'
is
s()winning the
in‘estigati(on

Moans

Cemetery Vandalism

II South Korean ...
From Front
Engineering
ai
l'htisun
Unisersety. was present at the
ceremony and expressed his sincere appreciation to everyone at
Murray State who base been
instrumental in the center.
opening He. too. said it was
exciting to he "including these
new programs tor the students at
both unisi:rsities.lie said these Are "SeI
unique opponunities- and the
partnership between Chosun

•

Murray State
I. msersity should he a % cry
long-term. suecesstul collaboratiOn
10 said he had suggested
tiaaktng
orat it nos on iultuiat
a,nerflng onental
and western sOCiettes. as Nell as
offenng technical training programs He also suggested des elloping an interest in Chown
• erstty MCf.Multi-Talent
(-tuna Business) program a
human resources educ:itional
program eentering
around

China's business environment.
This could he a '.cry nice collahorantwi." he noted.
He echoed Ilmckways Interest in the ".2+2" program saying
he was -very interested in completing the plans fOr this program. This would allow students
to attend their first year at
Chostin University. their second
and third years at Murray State
Unnenity and then dun fourth
y ear
Clutsun
hack
At
Unisersity."
He said his delegation w as

Tearary Swaim
counci!man,
A
for met
Sanders was not re-elected in
2004, hut he ts again seeking a
seat this time around. Attempts
to reach Sanders were unsta
cessful before press time today
kka Seale hoses
A Murray !idiot.. the 15-y eat
old Imes decide he wanted to
help move the growing city forward.foe the sae of his chidden
and others. Ones and his wife.
Shannon. hase two children -Elizaheth. 12. and I.uke, h tie
works as a funeral director and
manager at Imes-Miller Funeral
Home
"Murray Is a %ontiertul cool.
mutiny in Ahl..11 rse becii pris
ilege to It'. e tt,r Most of itis life
I grew up here and am proud to
bring no children up here.- he
said "Murray as in an exciting
phase of growth hut with that
growth comes change I want to
he a pan of our us 's team to
guide that change to ensure that
• positise for our community
hoth now and in the future. To
that task I hnng an Analytical
mind, administraose business
experience And a a mon for our
city'• future
Imes earned a bachelor of
arts in biology and chemistry
from Baylor I'nesersity and then
earned his mortuary- science
degree
kifffIfPsi
In his first hid lor elected
office, Bell. 15. wits prompted to
run lot city council because he
likes what he's seen in almost 15
sears lo mg an Murray.
A Marshall County native.
Bell. 35. came to Murray to
attend college. He graduated
with a radionekvision degree
from MSU in 1493. Bell and his
wife. Stacy hast a daughter.
Mary-Peyton. and a son.
Jackson.
"I like %Arras -The growth
Murray has been tremendous
over the past several years I've
been here." Bell said,-I'd like to
see it continue to grow and see it
move in the direction it's ping.
The fact we have Murray Sae
here is good too. That grow* is
id to see."

time today.
before
Kt
lissromt Jr.
After one term in his new
role in city government.
Seargent wants to continue his
work on the council. The pastor
at Murray Family Church.
Seargent retired at the end of
2001 after 15 years working for
the City of Murray. with most of
that time serving as planning
and ceeineenge dimorw.
He also has served on the
Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments as as citiren member And worked as a surseyor in
prow': practice.
Seargem. 59. said he lying.
an element of peace that helps
the council to maintain unity so
its members can cooperate to get
their jobs done. "After a year on
the council. I realize - proba
fay more than ever before
that the ens council really needs
_people who care and are concerned about the direction of
Murray.- he said "I see it more
nips"
Seargem and his wife. Jan,
base two grown sons. Trice and
Todd, who have families of theft
own
Jana Palma
A Calloway County name.
Putman wants to continue as a
youthful voice on the csiuncil.
He joined the council after his
successful first hid !Or elected
office in 2004.
Pittman. 25. is the son ot
Sammy and Dora Pitmun, who
continues to live in New'
Concord and works as assistant
facility manager at 51St
Regional Special Events Center
and Lovett Auditorium. He Is
1998 graduate of Calloway
County High School He earned
his degree in gosemment, law
and imenastioasl affairs in2910
and is west* on his MOO:e
ie
adminimissies.
-1 *Mk 1 Meg a mispe per.pective 1102111•1 OM yailloOr
than mom of the mamM-- members. That's important because
Murray has a significant
younger population.- he said
"Ea-en though I'm in iny second
year on the council, my ideas are
still fresh. Murray is growing so
we seed a vines to prepay fix
our future."
Weld Ramey
Ramey. 34. is no stranger to
city government. hut he's seeking his first elected office with
his council Ind.
As a former newspaper
reporter and current Murray
Planning Commission member.
Ramey understands how- city

111% CI sat

And

see many adYantages ti
'strongly interested in this program" as well as Murray State's this program. he siud "This
ESL (Engin* as a Second will open many doors of omit
tunity lot both Murray State _
Language) program.
He complimented MSt. offi- tnis ersity
students
and
cials following the unveiling
American students who want to
eeremony and tkscnhed Murray study abroad We hope to see
State as a university- to he "vers many great And positive thing,
proud or and called Murray a come out of this collaboraison.
Hassle said there are current"nice. peaceful" place.
Dr. Michael Basile. director ly 30 students on the NIUrraS
of the Institute for International State 1 .nivers.rp. ampu. trtIni
Studies at MS1*. ii as also corn- ,Chostari I in a ersity
phailetthlify ill the newly established ofrk:e

F ro

5.

•City Council ...
From Front
degreeiii 1 riglish and history
with J teaching sendis.ate from
Monmouth College as %ell as a
master • degree III gUidallii:
Iunsclung !nom Western Ill snails
msersity and a specialist
degree with a superintendent
cantor semen( from Eastern
Illinois I msersity
"I CAM' to Murray in 191(2
and I thought it IA as one of the
hest communities 1 had seen I
Ilk". Cal Rom Illinois to ,11urra
At that time.- he said "I didn't
wally know anyone in the state,
hart the people in Murray fuse
been crest to me and I thought
Mona. Isennt.ky. as as title ill
the hest kelvI set leis Vie ha.e a
pirmtr% C things in
lot of
Sturm Mid I sure would like tat
keep those things going
Slavor Rushing has the hest
ink:test ‘.t Murra% at heart and I
want to help him

Forecast
Tonight will hase as 30q
Jaime of Fatal as ith lows in the
upper 30.
Friday will he partly cloudy
as ith highs in the mind 50.
no,.ta
III hoe partly
Around 10

orrection
rvpuner's niescalcufarinn the age listed for
Kenneth C Imes on a news
report Wednesday was ins-insect Ime• is 5/4 sears okl not

Ilk' Mut IA% I(.10 st, Iunea
Ii' ensure accurate and
air reporting. howeser meslakes occasionally ocetu It is
• he Ledger's polic.% to correct
:non.To report a news mistake
ernw. please call 751-1916
I t; %J.•I )1 I(
OF
‘NNUAl. NILE JiM
. Hurley Tobacco Growers
,,orcratne Assoctation will
hold its Annual Meeting of
membership at its Tobacco
fanner Appreciation Day at
21111 pm . Friday. February
1 7. 2IMIn in Room 101 of the
South Wing at the k 1 lair And
I sposition enter in I ow,
silk. KY doito the \ational
Farm Machinery Shoo

Since coming to Murray.
%ells has been ins 01%0,1 in
inimy community -based organ,rations, such as helping estahfish Murray". first resource center for the. schools' families an
1495. tag:int/mg Make A
Dillerence Day originally to
benefit the resource center and
its families, and sCfling as a past
member of the United W a)
holed wed** carrels cable commission board chairman.
Wells and his wife. Anne.
who ..ork• at Murray Statc.
has c tw a children. SIVAIU1011
Adam He
works As the
!WWI lot West
Kentucky
hiucaitional
Cooperati.e's program called
Gear t p& Soar
Pais Lassaashar
Lancaster, h5, is running lot a
third term on the council He
works as a licensed insurance
agent who sells pre-need plans
at Imes•Slitlia Funeral Home
and Nosh. "I'ht Breakfast Show"
weekday mornings on WNifiS
AAI Liao
In 1471. he earned a VAN:1o'
ot science degree Iron, Murray
State
"I feel like I know this community %cry well I was an
employee of the unfiersity for
17 years and 1 .ilso hase been in
business.' Lancaster said "I
know hoth the town and gown
aspect..
Ban III. Maw
Miller. a Its
tan. Is
Munass
I e
He graduated
I rine/soy
from
of
the
Louis'.ilk School of Medicine
in 197h and was licensed to
practice in Kentucky in 1979
He did not return phone calls to
his home and office seeking
comments before press time
Was
Nslàd Illlitalsa Jr.
Killington. 41. is seeking his
Set OW lel= on the council atter
An inaugural term that taught
him About growth He serves on
the long-range planning com
mince and expects more discos
soon. .shout the need for more
industrial land for ccon,am.
des elcopment opportunities
"I bring the leadership. I halve
been
oohed is a kit or orgAmrations Fsc been active in the
community since I graduated
trOnl t4urrjs State Umsersity."
he said "I'm a listener I want
what's beset lot Murray. Ky.,
and not what's hest for me. Eli
always put the %own first I've
got the big picture in mind that I
want to see Shun-as grow and
prosper in the future

The hip .oter-getter in the
last council election. Hudspeth
is seeking another term. He's in
his sixth term on thc council,
Hudspeth and his wile. Regina.
base two sons. O'Shea and
Dominique
Hudspeth was reportedly out
of town until today A message
left at his home was not returned

gosemment works. Now he
wants to more insidved as an
elected councilman. "I learned a
lot as a newspaper reporter
about die city. I have hen honored to serve on the planning
somnussion." he said. -Our cam
has a ha to offer and I feel like
younger tolks need to get
ins ols ed
RAMC) And his %Ile,
have two chikhen - son. Jahn.
10. arod slaughter. Lily. 7. He
works as an insurance agent
lie's the Calloway County
Democratic Pan) chairman and
is ins olsed with the Lion's Club
and Mont mAl Baptist Church
Ueda Cherry
-'after I $ sears away I Will
ChelT% quickly noticed
something ssen she and her
husband. Don, returned about
tour years ago: The city had
grown. There were more residences and more businesses.
With that growth. she said.
comes a responsibility to erectly ely manage they city's wifely.
transportation and utilities. A
recently retired schnol teacher.
Cherry. 55, wants to he part 01
proactive approach to controlled
growth - and she said she has
the time to dedicate to the cause.
This is her first hid for city
With the uni.ersity 's continued growth. tounst attractions
like Land Between the Lakes
and new Ky. 80 that will es entually connect small western
Kentucky towns. Cherrs doesn't
anticipate the growth slowing
down "1 belies e controlled
growth is an 'acme approach
because it will help in the
future." she -said "Sfurray has
been a unique town with the umsersity When one grows. the
other grows Murray is actually
posed to hootil In the near
t uture
She earned het bachelor's
and master's degrees an education from Murray State, with the
graduate degree coming in 1476.
The Cherrys have three grown
children, all of whom attended
MUMI) State.
Pat Smell
A Lynn Grose natise. Scott
went from one city lob to attacher At the close of 2()03. he
retired
as
MUTAS
Fire
Department Ala The follow lag Nosember. he was elected 10
his first term on the city council
"Being retired. I have the
aim to de% ow to the job. I've
served the commimity in my
pres loos int* and I liked doing
public work I like helping pro-

pk with problems." Scott said
"I know the city well enough
that it I don't know how to gel
something accomplished. I
know the person who can do it I
lose the city of Murray and I
lose the job."
He and his wife. Sally
Davidson Scott. have three
daughters - Amy Mills and
husband Brian, Mary Beth
McKnight and husband hid*
and Jennifer Senn - and two
grandsons
Jacob Mills and
Jordan McKnight
Usad Casper
In retirement. Cooper decid
ed he had some time to des oteli,
has roans,: city Cooper. 54, is
retired from Murray States
maintenance department lie
and his wife. Melissa still have
two children at home
While this is first hid for cat!.
council, he has run (Or count.
magistrate before. "I have wink'
time on my hands now Ind I
want to see that the city stays
financially good like it is now,'
he said
Nark Randall
1.0c Al
Issues
prompted
Randall. the campus minister for
MSC's Christ Ambassadors, to
throw his hat into the council
mg for a second time
-I would like to make our
community even safer by totally
eliminating underage drat** at
community restaursets and eras
panties.' he said. "I also wain to
make the city attrachse for small
and medium sire businesses"
Randall, 49, who made an
unsuccessful hid tor council in
2002. earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees from Murray
State.
M."ndea
After serving one term on the
city council from 200344.
Brandon wants to give other citizens a sauce on the
body. Brandon sought=
term in the 2004 Medics but
narrowly missed winning a seat.
Now she's seeking that second
term again.
"I feel that the people should
have a voice in how our city
government is run When I was
on the council before. I asked
pent* about how the% felt about
issties that came before the
council." she said "We need at
least to ask them how they feel.
I'd like to see more (Allem get
more ins oh ed."
Brandon. 54. owns Jane'.
Attic on the courthouse square
A Murray High graduate. she
attended Mums State and
Ezell's Beater
!. School
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Kentucky eyes bill to keep protesters from funerals
I ICANKlititl. tcy t AP)
Persistent 'Mt Ht1 Nlet.6 Iron%
Kansas c hurt. h *outdo.% be wetCl1111C at Kentucky fowels
win
a hill called out ideikilaolocomnutter gin Wednesday.
The legislation ascii will hc
the target of yet mialimr mutrst
by Westboro Baptist Chetah of
Topeka Members of dna ellimrch.
calling Kentucky legislators
demagogues masquerading as
say they will he at the
Capikil nest Wednesday They'se
mho planned a protest the same
day at a memorial tot Ton
Campbell soldiers killed in Iraq
"Ifs pet not right.- said state
ks
111111
Buford.
14Wirdadmadea. sponsor of the hill
•
!IWO"
awdung the military
ale011W 111.11 Ilag. aid me ere doing
in
about it
' Seaman moved Wednesday io.espedite the bid. erhieb would
Aye/ police ha chow protesters
at a funeral with disoeindly condut.-1 A similar hill is -pendia,
.1, hurl in a House conmeillee.

The Kelm group routinely
Protests laildlooftdrsonds across
the csirety. awry* sires.
"Thank God lee IEIN." the
imprevieed implodes AWES,
sled by ieetta
zo
llimshers also
weal so Weil
te mow at
the funerals of
aid asimen

Axiom**. to We Pilatimmi
Cowed of State Legislanerea.
beirmeken um
Winn
Ia...
Kansa.
SeellaWy.
bliwiereppi. Miestel. bielbeista.
Milk Oklahoma. $melt Dakota.
illeiesia. %vela Vireiga sod
Viimemsis we oweideeine
last 'wroth
Mon Ow wield Now mows at
The group. largely the extend- him&
ed faintly the Res. Fred Phelps.
Some of the bills weeld
sees the deaths as a. sign uf God
peammer% to say a ipsopunishing Amenca Inc tolerating fad iikeirm way hone tworale
Iseeral preoessamm.Ibu
ga••
A small groeprithe poet:sten reit aresa 100 feet is Idebeeeka
tainemo outside a chapel in to 940 but in Indium Other bids
Beetheimon. WVa.. on Jan 15 woi Id ben protesting dor*
with signs reading. "Thank (Nod funerals, and in untie 01111111011t
for Dead Miners." -God Hates up to an hour hefore lied idler a
Your Tears- and -Mows in funeral
Bea Milan. director of the
That protest prompted state Alnhericee Civil I themes Union
lawiesibart who represent the of Ematackg said the hills are
uncemiliiheitel
su.twallies mow a bdI
keep aweMiele SON but Nom a
"No mien how ONO:110111111.
fused et Ausiniel my* of Of Wpm* moolow's
nab a Moo cheep weidieble may seem, the Pima
by up to live years is pima and a itinn01 he abeedimed." 'Mew
S2.000 fine.
said. "If we are AN*alms pep
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Despite
General Assembly seessua.
bleteher said he hopes Wag
Imme mows loissard tre414 hen
11111111440sihir with %tan pa1i1111111.
andlermAnd Kern in as
hope the
isiesdie resideat.
bowl bake bud le Ned spit*.
dent who lays poises Video
aside." Fletcher. a lameer U.S
congressman. said I wiehl
crick
is eve%
As
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\kith the sr,
t .P1- 's role, to
remain unclear whether univer.
sits presidents are expected to
I. tI- t for their campus projects
and tither funding vont:erns ol
whether the council's month,
ind recommendations carry
*eight I-ither way. the Roverriot .• AI we. budget office. CPl.
and uni‘crol presidents need
be informed A whaes expect
of horn the insolsed panics
"Mere ohs IOUSI is a chair.
the!,
confusion
there's
WidleM mid in an mu:nice
his Opted °flit:L. "It I was sit
ling it Alter side, I would wart
toad dwilication
le my*le the base lunches
famelas.*Wen said he thtnits
desee's mom tee newrovanew
aippada heeloille.awe perfinammealwed
Do Winters said Murray
Sem amid he proud of the
['nag le hes simised ia eNiesright Kilead years. "int only are

Senate Minority ROW Leader Den Kelly. P-Speleolleld
(1f1) talks with Son Joey Pendleton D-Hopliewele.
on the Senate floor Wedriesin in Frankfort Ky.
Pendleton urged his fellow al11100111 S. KIM* INNS
legislation aimed at curbing protests neer loniseele.

un

From Front
of high-cost programs such as
inastei degree programs as well
as engineering and agriculture
disciplines
The gos color'. office stands
y basing the hese funding per
.entages on the CPI' benchmark
formulas. sithich the urine/say
'residents signed tat on before
!tw ieneral Assembly con
cried That indicates former
\1St President King Alesander
knew the kind of figure. the
!,Lidget would include etause
!ie signed oft on the information
- Mu was agreed to It the
Jinset.it has a complaint about
•fw percentage ggt my budget
'lies should look themselses in
he minor:. lietcher said -NoY"
tlws think I didn't make il,.
big enough they can coni
cslain about that I said I didn't
?mike the pie big enough"
But Kern Mt:sander said the
-light funding increase was still
,'writ ising
-Ile didn't know Vse didn't
:et a print 'gut sit the formula
anti% Nosembei... the elder
\lesander said of his boa. who
ett %tunas at the beginning of
ic month to take the helm 41
,
lnisersityStale
I ong Beach "When they say we
match up well with the benchmarks, we has(' a hunch ot had
benchmarks
Other unisersities Are hound
to want more than was proposed. Fletcher said, but he hasn't witnessed reactions like
Ali:sander .•
-Western
Kentucky
and
Nonhern
Kentucky umsersities are funded much lower.- the gosernor
said "Neither IOC particularly
..insfied, hut they didn't react
like this
State !Um ken Winters. R Murray, remembers the CPE
tieing established to lobby tor
0
ginisersities and their interests.
legislators sserent bombarded
ith ,tillege presidents Since
then. college hoards have been
St'l their
risen the I res',ton C

ple who arepentestiep es main
sidewalks I VI priltribe TOM. lir
Fiat Ainsedemet does am Woe
se te eitietat OM." '
Sok Son kiey Peselleami. 0I5iphiessille. mid such a leo
dietdd he immensamiy but aimbees of We Kamm prow have
made it clonal.
"This hill neats to he
approved as quickly as poloist*:
Phelletse said. 'Theespeo hv
car hies reibiary *rues should
aelhe Weraied."
At Fort Campbell Tote,
*MIN Kelly Tyler said the
KOMI primp has teen at the milboy past before and was largely
*wet
"These soldiers that we're
boner* as Weilemilay an*
fought wit died so that people
Idea that have the stiple to prows
— no 11111111111 Mow menb asaigN
diespee with vas they awa Er
selarria, to the Oiamod
wwwital nest wreck 'Thai
peep:s message speaks rot
iseelf.
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Cut off U.S.,
U.N. aid
United Nations and its relict
orgieizauons.
The UMW States should,
1)Cut off ail direct subaid)
of the Paioninian retains populateen or its polkical or eheritabie orpns.
2)Demand dot Ihr United
Nations follow wait
3)thronatithally suspend all
payments to the United Nations
until it does so.
After all. Israel is a U.N
member. How can the United
Nations subsidize an entity that
is dedicated to the destruction ot
one of its members'
By a direct and aggressise
response to the Palestinian vote.
the United States will assure
that it is not placed in the incongruous position of funding the
deadly ads ersars of its
Israel
Some will argue that we
allowed aid to flow under
Yasser Arafat. But we did not
do that until he pledged to work
with Israel and to cease his
efforts to destroy it. When it
became clear that he was double
dealing and. in fact. winking ai
terrorist attacks on Israel. thc
United States set in motion
series of events that led to J
new denxicratic Palestinian
Authorits (aided by Aratal s
death. .11 course).
Now the United States
should ratchet up its pressure on
the Palestinian Authonts. Cut
WASHINGTON (AP) — To
oft all funding
broker dual accords in confrontations over Iran's nuclear
program and the future of aid to
the Palestinians. the l•nited
States is compromising on hardline positions.
Both pacts NIL h together
surprising alliances against Iran
and the incoming Hama, lead,
ership in the Palestinian terntones. and give the Hush adminismost of what it wants in
tration
(R-Ky.)
Whitfield
U.S. Rep. Ed
the short term
301 Cannon House Office Building Washington D C 20510
In each case. the agreements
1-202-225-3115
www house gov whitheld
put on potential conflicts
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
among the diverse nations and
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.0 20510
international orgamiations that
1-202-224-4343
www pm burning@ burning senate gov
signed them hy postponing
harsh consequences for Miran
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
or the Palestinians_ It is not
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
clear that either issue will ulti1-202-224-2541 (Washington 40
mately break the admintstration's was
State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Room 329J Capitol Annex
The more surprising, and
1-800-372-7181
metvin henley @at ky gov
probably more significant, of
the two agreements puts Russia
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
and China on record supporting
Frankfort, Ky 40601
Legislative Offices. Capitol Anne)
Iran's referral to the Security
' 00-372-7181
(ouned when the U.N. nuclear
watchdog agency votes on the
matter later this week.
The group agreed. though.
that the Security Council should
wait until March to take up the
Iran case. Secret:us of State
Condoiewa Rice described the
hitriell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-10441
move as a compromise between
I'lione 12701 753-1916• Fax 12701 753-1927
the l •.S preference for immediMon. - In. 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
ate referral and action and the
An wr.rvimiirra.InclerrAmm
'111.-.• How.% l'ii1.11.1bet
Russian preference to put oft
rchhollPairsayisirr.com
F n.
F
referral
adoehnownialeillearian
,
i..ror I mo.irt. %.1% enlists*
Getting Russia and(-Mita to
elaiiiifiedellamena ledger(sum
agree to the compromise is an
Jill sorisais. Ilassifieda
t or, nisit. t
accomplishment for Rice
........
tiharnpamillhaninsyledarriaini
because of the pressure to delay
I
.11P...vst...st.(Mier 1.1gf
rhivameamitayledirr.corit
the entire question for a month
1141.m.-.... M1r.
-or more. said Patrick Clawson.
Itit togt Mar.alleimmithylreloremos
l'unt Holt
research director for the
.iikkoheemOlomovapilmilersitell
Jo livrik.,11. I ...minutia, \e..
Washington Institute for Neal
sparealleinwenyleidepra-an,
Srooll Nantw,.'irgo• F attar
Last Policy
11111111siamorros lealperamin
Mirhael I hem. *von. %filer
"Had the matter been
astrairiallasurrayIrdigrf-crM
14.-port,r
11.4rev
delayed for a whole month it
auiti4luturran Irdarceant
Holowirt

The Palestinian people have
delivered a resound* vole
against peace - calling. in their
election, for a continuation ei
and sanguinary war
the say
against
Ived. This
sharp reVer sal in the
peace
process
should not
go without a
vigorous
response
trom
Washington
By Dick Morns
President
Syndicated
Bush is corColumnist
feet to cut
oft all dealings with the
Palestinian Authonty until
Hama, renounces and reins in
its c ampaign of terror against
Israel Hut the United States
should go further and cut oil all
direct and indirect assistance to
the PA or to Palestinian refugee
groups until Hamas makes the
requisite declarations
The U.S taxpayer is the
foremost financial supporter of
the Palestinian community. now
set to come under HAMAIN management Last year. America
ease Sh I million directly to
Palestinians in Gaia and on the
West Hank and was responsible
tor a considerable share of the
almost SI billion in aid to the
Palestinian Authority from the

Morris
Advisory

By

Anne Gearan

The Art of Compromise

On Iran and Hamas, U.S. gives ground
but edges toward international action

;1111111a::1:MIMI • • •-•• • 1111uiu
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1
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WASHINGTON TODAY

to help avert the standoff by
gaining acceptance ol its offer
to perform sensitive nuclear
ennchment work on Iran's
behalf.
Rice said both Russia and
China will use the lull to keep
talking ti, Iran
The agreement does not
specify what the- Sege*
Council should do oneekbas
Iran's case, and it it sot deer
that Tehran will face punishmcni
The council could apply
tough economic sanctions, take
lesser measures of let the case
languish Am action can he
settled hs any of the five permanent council members
the
Britain.
France.
China
and
U.S.,
Rice
Condolezza
Russia.
Secretary of State
"I expect that there will con%%mild have been ponrayed Iss
tinue to be tactical differences
Iran as a Victor).- Clawson said. about timing and there -max
The U.S. has wanted to bring even he tactical difterences
Iran before the Secunty Council about precisely what is
tor some time. a position
required." Rice said. "But that s
hacked m recent weeks by
the hard work of the diplomaEuropean nations after talks
with Tehran went nowhere
Russia and China abstained
Russia and China arc tradiwhen the International Abram
tional allies and trading partners Energy Agency
the IN
of the Islamic regime and have
entits that monitors world
been reluctant to escalate the
soted in
nuclear actis
staillk)14 OVer what Tehran
September that Iran had siobji
insists is a peaceful program to
eel the Nuclear Nonproliferation
develop nuclear power for ekeTreaty.
traits. Iran said last month it
The United States and
was resuming a small-scale uraEuropean allies say Iran is hidnium-enrichment program.
ing ambitions for a nuclear
"I think that the Russians
bomb and must he stopped
and the Chinese were prepared
In evidence of the difficult
hi try tel maintain consensus."
road ahead. Iran's top nuclear
Rice said after a day and a half
negotiator said Tuesday that the
4 intensive diplomacy in
Security Council referral spells
I. indon''t-or our part. we were
the "enclof diplomacy." Ali
prepared to he sensitive to their
Larkin@ aka celled the move
sense til timing of when this
"unproductive"
ought to he taken up in the
On the Palestinians. Rice
Secunts Council"
won international support for
The delas allows time for
the principle that overseas aid
Iran to hack down, or for Russia will he conditioned on a new

Hamas gosernment renouncing
iolerice and,accepting Israel*s
right to exist The Palestinian
Authtwity gets roughly half its
annual budget of up to $1.4 billion from other governments
and internathinal organization.
Monday statement from
would he Mideast peacemakers
was less than an outright threat
to boscou Hama. But admin.
tranon officials said it was the
strongest front possible given
the different laws and policies
that govern aid among different
nations and international donor
organuations
The United States has ruled
out any dealings with or aid to
the Hamas-kd govemnieni
expected to emerge from the
militant group's unforeseen sit
tory in last week's Palestinian
elections
The United States and the
European Union both list
Hama. as a terrorist orgam/anon. hut Europe's longtime role
as the strongest Palestinian
patron makes a hard-line position complicated and painful.
The l•nited State:: I noted
Nations, I- t, ,and Russia agreed
It, fund outstanding pledges to
the Palestinian leadership until
Hama. takes over
U.S. and European officials
said a Hamm gosemmeni probably won't he complete for two
to three months That gives
Mamas a brief grace period to
change its ways and postpones
the day when European governments have to make a final
choice on aid
"I think we now have to give
this a little time." Rice said. .4nne Gearan covers diplomats and foreign paisev in
Wadanglon for 77w Assisi-nun/
Piro
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This writer had the pro ilege of meeting
Rohbie Rudolph three years ago when he
was a candidate for Lieuterient Gosernor
From that moment Robbie has preached
one consistent theme to me - the value
and importance (i1 higher education to
KentucksS future and his deep affection for
Murray State University This is evidenced
by his six figure contributions to his
beloved Murray Some folks talk while oth
em get it done Robbie below is the kilter
101MMI
Rather than mum ID be comicoul&and
succenetal be in Wow Mgr the lIKE4
Ernie
anewared
eamptien.
Pleicbm's plea so yen his cabinet as

Secretary of Finance Since that time. at
incredible personel and financial sacrifice.
Robbie Rudolph hes worked tirelessly for
all.of us. Living is a Holiday Ian near has
office Robbie stens the day a6eau sod
casimms until it's lisps out at tbe and et
the day. Along with hip friend and Gov.
I-Tewbrx be is 34/7 M pursuit of whet is bee tor all Konsueltiam
Thus kir wing Mum!. President Kent
disapnintment
Asander so tern
Murray's allocation from this governor's
lo a vicions_Litack ins proud son
o it copis am conntee anTh NoTi—
ies iodide dlpity Ids peoltion. lam
prhiletgellft be amow of Ma/University
of Lourrville. We ice me lees Ilia drilled

hu=

with the allocations the governors budget
No tor U of L. However we undetected the
tough Racal the..that exist in Kentucky
and our Periaillent Jini Ramsey will cooperate quads% with the admisilentino in proleaking iintlimr,so find ways SD alit it
all wocklbis ebouM be the model of conduct for holiest Alenemier
Citizens of 1161111111a. ulet pride in lkobbse
Rudolph His is me Amnion moms eery.
and as Secretarietrimat tar die
Commonwealth he we pew let ythe deem
lielpe=skeleed
Alikent —
Louisville Floe Ciime Compimy

0111111
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0'Bryan.
Survivors include use daughters. Mn.. Carolyn Marcum aid WaThe fnisthal kw Mn. MOie C. Robinson 041 be Fndny ai 10:M/
Murray. Mn Ruby Gregory and Mn Barbera
tered.RaIL
a.m. a the chapel of J.H. Chumbill Funeral Home John Oak will
hods of Paducah. MnRam* HIM* Calvert(-NY. ad Mn'
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City(-erecter).
Setsoma. Jams Gaon ad Ilea
Msestion will be at the funeral home from 5 to It p.m today Direr MeV,VOINHOMIg.
Gavgay ad Goo Cliagely. hoist
Gregory. boa araillind.
(Tleirstayl.
Mn.Raman,119, Goodman Seem. Mummy.died Mislay Jan Paducah. mid Bail Geigiey. Beam. 14 maideldhes ialadirep
longtime Marcum of Away. 11 gstat-graedehddrerc one pe_31. Mk a 11S2 p.m. at Marray-Calaway Comp limital
peat-grandebtd. several aroxs ad mires.
She was a--_._1tm of Gleadele Rood Chide etChime
A gmaide senior will be Fridays II a.m. at Mapkiawn Park
Her Wiwi Moab Robisea.
Mar. Robbie Redrew and
.Psi.The Rev. lima Commit will officiate
7
two brothers. Chalon Meltmeas aid Home hicKenare. all prc:c41
Mutation will be at Lando" haseral Home. haw*.dam 5 pm
she
Tenn
Cooley.
Smart
is
1916.
20.
adell
du&
herid
ed
• Thur.4.14.i
was
dieghter oldie Ye Reel MelComeie and Neacie Mcl.iougal
Mamma.
Survivors Manicone damitmer, Mrs. Dianna Whitney and his.. Mob liele Crump
The Ward for Alvin Hake Crump arm today insist*) at II
hand. Gregg. oila brother. Floyd McKenzie and wile Hilda. sister-loc.. Cadiz. De Mille
in-law. Mn. Vaal' Lim all hrother•tn-law. John Hutson. all of am re die*gal at Goodies Fomal
is die Oat Grove
ma
BMW
allicisiet
Deadd
low,
foams
tad
Murray. several nieces and nephews:
Baptist Chordo names, in Thu Camay.
Expresseons of sr:weft mg he amide to
Mulls (floppy) Comaglmoo
oak Grove Ormeery Fad,33 Mope Swam
A graveside service for Wide (ileppy) Cimilidoem will be
Rd.. Carfiz. KY 422I I.
Saturday at It a.ae,as the Wray City Cammeery. The Rev. Elijah
Mr. Camp.$3.Cediar. died Tioeleg.Joe. 31.
Haleritine will officiate
8:56 am. at Thug Camay limitel
31111.io
Visitation will be ar line.-Miller Funeral Home of %lune,. from 5
Cadiz.
Kid p.m. Friday. '
A. Army ieteran of World War U. he had
Me.Comaighai.7S.Murra%. died Sunda%. Jan 29.20116,.
retired from Howard K Bell Cameitiog
ant. 81 feaway-Callaway Count
Eagimers. Laximme. otter 30 year. of %Trice A amine of OA
He was a carpenter. brick-layer and general contractor
&pee mesas ad a mairber
One swim Deimoray Cunningthim. preceded him in death Horn Grove Baptist Church. he was a A2nd
and
Accepted
Mama.
Free
of
of
121
No.
Cada
Lad.
of
Henry
late
the
July 25. 1927. in Calloway County. he was the on
Pmedies him in death were his he,Loma HMOs Cam.
Camingham and Lome (Louise) Starks Cmelegberti
Lori Lie Jan
Survivor. include two %biers. Mrs Joao /Moon and huabend. one brother. Rhyboa Cream. and one gralichild.
the am lame.
of
son
the
was
he
County.
Lyoa
Him
in
1922.
S.
May
Wilma. Radcliff. and Mn. France. Johnson arid husband. Perry.
Crump.
McCkaid
Beareme
ad
Camp
Monne
Howard
one
uncle.
Udell
Merray;
Duffy.
Mn
Memay; one aunt.
inepon. Donald lanes. Alm.'. two '.ti)
Sorvivais iodide
Johnson. Paducah. seseral niece.. nephew. and cousin.
daughters. Ms. ham J. Camp and Mrs Rena J Baknont. both
of Cadu; two sisters. Mrs. Mail McViharter. Tetarkiina. Ask. and
film Mobs O'llipm Gregory
`.1r. Charlene Morgan. Calaway County. one brother. Earl Crump.
nii)th
ah
emit.
Ai
Palmer
89.
°perry.
Mr& idea0'Reyes
: three riepgrantichildren. three uepgreat-grand
er of MIL Carobs Mean of Mraniy. died 1 uesdai Jan ;I 2.imit. Marshall County
children
hiacab.
Homial.
M 5:29 pa.a Lourdes
She was a seemed an a Peetview Naming aud Rehabilitation
fits. 11111drod Chino Mambo
Censer ad a mother of Scoildead Baptist Teeople.thilocah
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred Cloaca Johnsion will be today
Her husband. lames Gregory. throe ainers red three brother. All
Angel ofCollier Femoral Hose.Bemn
preceded her in death. Boni April 29. 1916. in Lyon Counti she was Thander at I pa.a the
diem BMW will follow isis Maple
will
Lodes
Kmay
Rev.
The
the diegloat al the toe Rob trBry an and Marcella tioodridge

Seeing Comitecy
J.
Wiestim to ars a the fumed
Mrs. Maim U. Wiry Reit tidied bieedi lea 30,
MM.a 110 pa. se Wanks',('any Hospool.
A hammier. she •as a maw of Mepie dpmeg Vested
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Call for voluntary mine shut-down follows death of two miners
CHARLESTON. ‘A. tAP)
Go.. Joe Mmichen caned for
all coal companies in West
Virginia to shut down tor %Men
checks alter two more mine
workers were killed Wednesdai
in separate Accidents
While Manchin's call w as
soluntar). he also ordered Mine
inspections speeded up so that
all 544 of the state's .urtme and
underground mine. Are examined by regulators an soon as
possible
"We're going to check tor
unsafe condition., and we're
going to correct An.% unsafe con•
ditions before we mine another
lump of coal.- Vlanchm said
has Use. acting S Assistant secn..tar) ot labor for ITIMC
..111:1) and health, later urged

pie

coal mines nationwide to conduct sato!, and training sessions
on 5.1oridai tor worker. at the
beginning of each shin He cited
the recent upsurge in mine .ii'
dent.
"I am asking miners and
management J1 %n u) mine
operation to do the nght thing
take one hour out tor satet's
sake this Monday- Dse said m a
statement
Both deaths
occurred at mows in southwest
ern West ‘irginia. officials said
One miner was killed at art

%04
4

MIN
I

West Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin, center, holds a news conference Wednesday at the
West Virginia State Capitol in Charleston, where he called for all coal companies in West
Virginia to halt production and perform safety checks after two more mine workers were
killed Wednesday in separate accidents Appearing for the announcement are House of
Delegates member and UMWA member Mike Caputo, D-Marion. left, and Senate
President Earl Ray Tomblin. D-Logan. far right Behind Manchin are three United Mine
Worker union minors who would not identify themselves.
undergromid mine- when a wail
suppon popped loose. And a
bulldozer operator died at a sur
Lice mine when the .chtilc
struck a gas line and sparked .1

ne
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MURRAY
APPLIANCE
Investments Since 1854... Our best inirstment is you.
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DRY EYES?

*.

Eyecare Specialties
308 .5. 12th St.• Murray, •

212 East Main St • 753-1586
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Lawn & Garden

,

Needed Now

VIVO SERVICE PIMA!.It
Ingersoll Woods• Kubota (T. TG. BX 20 & 11 Smarm
As part of our Winter Service Program
or Ingersoll's Top Warranty.

Serval! Pest Control

McKeel Equipment is offering a

• Two Termite Technicians
• Salesperson
We offer o benefits package.
medical, 401K, paid vocations & more

10%°Maar
Oil all pieta. iebor & cal when the work in done in
our ilervice Center during January or February
The discourd will drop to SS in March
niscouner sorsicatim
For

Apply In Person Today at

1604 121 N., Murray, KY

aeasures owl groin.,30days

VOW, Appointment

SER ALL
270-753-6433.14100-264-1433

Gal

Tammy or Tawny

(270)753-3062 or (800)852-9736
,kW
Pientra Ott We

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

1.1ARD LYONS
4i10111
La WM, DONS.Int

Hiitiman

'Sensitive. burning, red eyes
'Contacts too dry"?
New procodua rearm dryness
without drops or medicine and is
covenid by most health insurance.
Caarriaigt
'far
04.
/41sirwiatasv.
ofiymmor....r

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher
,t)

The deaths brought to lb the
number of mining-related latali
ties in Nest S itginia since Jan

Naman td des two Nome wadi
en he died Waders*, were
not imatitharily eibmeed.
Cap Giesheme. a asheswomm kw the me Office of
Miners' Health SAN and
Trailing, sad the undermined
meatsea killed at Long Breech
Energy's No lit Tunnel Mine in
Boone County. He wa. pro
notated dead a a hoped!
The Widow operetta dial
the Black Castle Surface
Mine. also in Boom County.
Gre.ham sad. Black Carrie is
operated by Elk Run Coal Co...
subsidiary of Masse, Eiteig)
Co The death was the third m a
Masses subsithari in less diet
Iwo weeks the tatalitte. JOU
lowed the death. of a di VIM
Winn Dom ‘Arbon monoxide
poisaereg akar a JAn
..ion at beemetineel t oil loom,
Ins s Salto Mine The explosion
men hundred.05 feel
:rapped
undillreenid The sole sun iitx
Mc('Itry Jr. is resoser
ing in a rehabilitation hospital

ape
lists mid designated
router The %Wm Virginia Coal
Association, whose members
account for 80 percent of the
stases coal production. said as
members would heed the goner
Association
me% request
PlIssideM Bill Raney expected
▪ seity check. would take A
MOW of houn, depending on
the aim type And sue
"The% were iminediarei%
said West
remiying.Virginia is the nation'. secondlargess coal producer After
kk'onung
Internauonal 'oat Group and
Consul Energi said thei will
conduct the sAleti checks
sought hi %Imam not onli
their \hem S irgtroa operations
but also at those Ill )4hei %WC%
J good time to remind
es er hod that there's a right
was and J sale was to do thing.
and recommit oursels es to the
whole philosophs ot %Wets..
said Consol Energs pflike•Mall
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COMMUNITY
Sheridan will present show at Wrather Museum
Cosy Sheridan will perform
her one-woman show. The
Pomegranate Seed." on Monday at 7 p.m. at Wradier Muse
um to Murray Seale lin:vast-

Greek myth of Persephone.
Sheridan has produced sews
CD' in the past II years and
currently spends more than 200
days a year on the road performing across the Untied

cempie.
Tbe ehee is a nvo-act ass- Sum. She las played in
naive of seep seed sessedesee
Camels ISA.epos* Ow Sem
that tells a story at hies
Rivas.sad batcuidielmisonsmeaning in Ides experiences.
wheats VROlksiesp is Ashokan.
humor
weases
act
tiro
The

sir..asd

Royal
and musk in An exploration N.Y.. Asheville.
Oak, Mich
of messages from the media
The winner of the Ken-stile
from cultural icons and faint
Ii. The second act parallels the •''itewFolk sortgwnting award

and the Tellunde Bluegrass
Festivera Troubadour award.
The Boston Giotte called her
a wonderfully !Rely funny and
enormously amiable con.flamer with a keen and wicked
eye for the excesses Of OW
tast-lood. is -happy. and noisome culture
Sheridan has performed at
unisersities across the nation.
including Emory. UC Boulder.
and Auburn.
Sliendan's songs are elegant

dmir simplicit). with an honesty that au* taps into our
own expaleive. Her performances maw seamlessly from
setiricel cultural ubsersations
to emotional esplorations of
family relattunahips. showcasing a assuiry of paces( and
couw
sophisticated peter want
pled with her rich. distinctive
sotee.
The event is being spoil
sawed hy the Women's Center
at Murray State Cnisersits alkl
adaussies is tree

African-American Read-In iirthAnnouncement
Avery
will be held at Murray State
In celebration of Black History Month. Murray State Lmsersitys Marvin D Mills Multicultural Center will he host
mg a read-in as part of the
17th Annual National AfricanAmerican Read-1n. The event.
sponsored by the Black Caucus of the National Council ofhers of English and by
tthe National Council of Teach-

ers of English. aims to help
promote literacy in communities around the country
Murray State will he host
mg a read-in on Monday from
II a.m. to 1 p.m. in the multicultural center on campus
Anyone interested in reading
a selection should call 762
68.36 for more information

CollsieNews

Travis named to dean's list
BIRMINGHAM. Ala
Kelky Suzanne Tras is has been
named to the Jean's list for
the fall semester at Samford
Cumberland
t mversity's
School of Law

Tras is. a graduate (il Calloway ('ounty High.School and
Samford t Miversity, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Dasid Travis of Mum). Ky.

Lasha Lyons
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Lyons
are the parents of a daughter.
Aser) Lasha Lyons. horn on Fnday. Jan, 27. 2006. at 5:01
A.111 at Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
The bah) weighed 7 pounds
10 ounces and measured 20
inches The mother us the former Arnie Ahart. Four brothers arc Chandler. Joseph. Justin
and Jamie
Grandparents are Gary and
Debbie ;hart of Almo. Sandra Lyons ol New Concord
and Stese and Sharron Lyons
of Alm).
arc
Great-grandparents
Homer and Betty Mart of Almo
and Sorms and Linda Young.
James Ihincan and Margie
I sons. all of Dexter

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
[Amain,. McMullen

at the Fon Henry Hiking Trail
parking lot For directions or
weather cancellation call I
Participants
2711-924-2020
should dress for the weather
.uld moderate walking Is
required
It as 144 sears ago when
the land between the risers
was bracing for war Conte&
crate forces occupied fort
Henry with federal forces missing up the Tennessee Riser
Relise the esents before and
during the siege of hirt ftenr-

MUED
NOME MORTGAGE
CORAL COPORATION

& Matthew Lit

•

Jennifer Schatz
& Bryan Bartlett

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST TO COAST
NOM IN MURRAY

Natalie Cooper
6r Matthew Hinton

Have you been
told "NO" by
others?
0, Financing • 100.

Marcie Parm
& Jesse Clark

•

• Refinancing Cash Back To You

Catherine Hurt
& Arthur Lane

•

Laura lee Hoover
SE Jeremy Latimer

•

Sewing
by Steven
Wad

tieef4016-

No Down Payment

Kim Bryant
& Sean Haverstock

•

on this guided walk around
the remnants of Fort Henry's
outer fortification.
Starting Sunday will he a
morning tour from 1 to 4 p.m
of a "Day with the Eagles Van
Tou(" with reservations and
full deposits of 5557 required.
This will begin at the Nature
Station Call 1-270-924-202o
to resenc ,.your space.
Other afternoon Wart will
he Feb. 12. 14, 18 and 20. A
morning tour from 9 a.m. to
noon will he on Feb II.

• FHA Loans
• Loans Customized To
•

Fit Your Life & Budget

Anne Pickens
& Michael Knox

Je
.
PRE-APPROYAl!

Jill Wood
& Robert Ellison

200 Poptar St • Murrar.
Phone 270-753-7665 or
Toll Fret 888-246-4093

• I)raper.v
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Beading
• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
•Custom Blinds Available

.Voie 0/K•riny Non- Than lakie
Fabfre.. Ine/uStna

•
•
•

•

CUL FOR /P10111MIIIII

270-753-6361

Amanda Birkner
•Ks-set Lough

•• JUST FOR YOU SALE!
•
0,,,,yonotqui.,.....•
:
courm
0 207 tte.„7:F
•4.
ae

Vin ae Rose
C •y

II •

. dectitts
Bridal lirtsistny

STORE WIDE SALE
up w 75% of

re

5ii4actant items
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400 Main 5t •270-767-0007
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Come celebrate our success
with some of your own.
We're celebrating our linh Birthday.
That's how long we've been helping women in our
community achieve their fitness goals. And there's a lot
of success to celebrate! It's time to have a success story
of your own

,
Cutiv4
I kw power is maim yeomen
Ow MIN lacelaararasitrair.

759-3400
602 N. 12th Street.
Murray, KY 42071
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Murry Akelisitcs Aassynees holds Its
Miler essellme at 61S-I Seidl 120 Si
Is lilt SOIllealie likepples Cease belied
Besiege Brow% Bo&
The schedule los bes• mimed an foi
leers: bleaday. clued. N.sseekles 6 p.ni
wed epee.$ pat.; Thesdey. AA dreg. SOO
essiddsis. $ p.a.; Wediessiey. clued. moo
=skin. at II a.m. INewiests dead mew
easelsies. 6 p.a. sod Ins Beek SIMI, meetbig dewed eseekkis. I p.n.; Therm* Ms
pal. epee susekku; Friday. New Comer.
Dabber* smisting
epee at pat.i Selsrday - epee.
By Jo, &Maw
141 *AL and speaker made,
aws-uwekkis
Community
p.m: Sends,. dined. saeestekbee.1
epee
Erktor
sessides 4 p.a.
Fur informable call Mitch at 7534320 or Jeannie at
753-6197.

Singles plan Valentine dance
oance 2006- urn
Feb 10 from 7:30 to 11 p.m at the Joe (reason building in
•
the Benton City Park at Benton Music will he hy
Castleberry and the admission is 56 per person Murras N.,.
gles will provide soft drinks and coffee and those attending
are asked to bring a snack to share For inh)rmation call Yslu
at 719 1 180 or Pat it 4119 29419

Mother to Mother Group to meet
is scheduled to Meet l-ntlay At la 30 Cm. at Calloway Puhlk
Library Featured will he refreshments and door prizes Prc.
mint moms, dads and older children are welcome For iii.
information call Heather Dutty at 436-5657

CCHS Laker Band plans event

Avery Lasha Lyons

Walk and tour scheduled at Land Between the Lakes
GOLDEN POND. Ky
Iwo special es ems are planned
this weekend at the land
Between the Lakes
The Fon Henry Annisersary
Walk of Fon Henry Trails will
he Saturday. from 1 to 4 p.m.
I his program Is free to Lill.
‘isitors The group will meet

„Murray AA gives schedule
for its meetings each week

Winter is the peak •season
for riewing bald eagles in the
wild in Lill. The tour will
sisit some of 1.141.'s eagles rewing hot spots and will help
you learn how to look for
eagles in the wild and then zoom
in with spotting scopes for a
closer look Dress for the weather and moderate walking is
required. /- - The Elk & Brion Prairie is
open from dawn until dusk
with a cost of S3 per car

New
Beginnings
will meet
New Beginnings, a part of
Westside Jail/Prison Ministry
will meet SalUrdal. at Westside Baptist Church. The meeting will start with a potluck
dinner at 6:10. followed hs
the program.
On schedule this week is a
continuation of The Gift of
Ms hods. the
Good Health
Temple of God-. in preparation for guest speakers on program for Feb 18. the next
meeting time. These speakers
will he Dr. Dennis Hesken and
family. along with Media FInkson
The first in a series of Turning Point rideos. -Loins Free:
will also begin this week. This
series deals with helping people present or orercome lifecontrolling problems.
The public is invited. but
contact needs to he made with
Ron and Linda Wright. 753°156. it child-care is needed
during this time
lin) Eugene Blanton. AISIOt:line pastor of St John's Baptist Church in Murray. was
the speaker for the meeting on

Calloway County High School 1.41.er band will hare a ‘Th
supper and auction on Friday from 4 30 to 6:30 p.m. in thy
school cafeteria This will include chili. hot dog. baked lama
to, dessert and drink for $5 for -adults - and $2.50 for 12 at,
or in adsauu
under rickets can he purchased it !ht.
from any of the hand students.

Glory Bound will be tonight
the featured artists
The Smith Gltir
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Atinistry tonight tro•
7 to 9 p.m. in the new Goshen family Fellowship Ceillt
4726 Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella The public is ironed at.
there is no charge Items for Need Line will be taken. For
inure mit • non call Joe Lawrence at 753-66-1 1 Rciice Tas
lor at 753-8 _ itPatrici_s_is.a_ at 761-2666
Chris \

Thursday TOPS Club to meet today

Thursday r(ws (take oft pounds sensibly ! Club will meet
today at 515 p.m in the wines of 'Calloway Puhlis Library
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732

Shrine Club will meet
Murray Shrine Club and 1 ashes of Me Nile will meet
tonight at 6:30 p m at the club building on Ks Hwy 121
North. All members and prospectire ITICIllher% are encouraged
to attend. A meal N ill he set-red

Russell Chapel plans promotion
The youth of Russell Chapel I nited Methodist Church will
hare a rebate day at Captain IYs on first Thursday. Customers
are asked to tell the ..ishier they are there for the youth group.

CCHS Class of 1996 plans event
Class of 1996 is planning a
. ;
(*allow as
10-year class reunion. Members are asked to supply address
information to Kilt Carson Hanes .it 762-7374 est 139 or
k haws(zr calloway.k 12 k.us

Free AARP Tax Assistance offered
Poplar
Murray -Callowas Counts N.
St_ will host AARP Tax-Aide. a We and confidential LE%
preparation sersice on a first come, first sene basis esei,
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m from Feb. I to April
For more information call Ten at 7534$929.

Red Cross will offer CPR Classes
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
offer its monthly second Saturday -Corn:nullity First Aid &
Safety"' course on Feb. 11 from 9 a m. to 4 p.m at the Calloway County Public Library. Course fee is $50 which includes
all hooks and materials, and certifications in Adult. Child and
Infant CPR. as well as First Aid. Pre-registration for this class
is required on or before Feb. 10 at the Red Cross office. 607
Poplar St.. Murray. For more information call Calloway Red
Cross Director Tory Daughnty at 753-1421.

Need Line lists new items
Need Line of Murray and Calloway Count) has released a
new list of items needed to fill the baskets for clients reques,
mg assistance. They are hot or cold cereal. dry beans, cam,.
tomatoes, salmon. crackers and juice for pantry. bath tissue,
dish liquid and shampoo for personal hygiene and clearmi:
supplies: bread, eggs and frozen juice for cooler/freezer. la!:
brown paper hags. These may he taken to the Need Line ow
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through It
(las For information call 753-6133.

Eagle Scouts in the area wanted
Scouts in
.,, ,,ith. A.
1-ehruary is Boy
the area who are willing to self idestify are wooed siu those
names can he included in an snide abets Scouting. If you are
willing to be included. please wad yaw USW. address. Troop
number where you earned your awatd, and the city and six
of that Troop to Gary Taylor. 4610 Jones Mill Crossland Rd
Puryear. TN 38251. fax 731.498-19.Vi. or e-mail gttaykwe/wk.net.
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
`Godoe opens '06 Playhouse season
The Nth seat.011 Ot
Playhouse in the Part. opens
with an experiment in experi
mental theatre AS Nobel Prue
11. inner Samuel Rockett's about
dist class* "Waiting Far Gadur
graces the stage Feb. 9-11
Under the direction of Murra
State
t'ni versify
graduate
Jeremy Osborne -Gtialot- is also
the Oro production man experimental format for die Playhouse.
which has affectionately been
named "ixttle Theatre"
The idea of "Link Theatre"
is that these shows contain
smaller casts, minimal sets. and
only run for one weekend
— Little Theatre' adds swot
WORM to do More with mil sea
son. adding a wider variety of
styles and production lesels as
well as even more opportunity
for community involsernent."
says EICCUtIvC Director Ross
&skit, "and *Gotiof is a prime
example of a piece that suits this
format
-It is All important. monu
mental piece in the history of
western theatre. yet is difficult
It' iustity producing as part of
sour showcase season. On the
other hand, the small sue of the
sast and wttille Mktit a perfect
Prtgro to lIndir die two month
gap between larger prolix -

Alissa Volp

Volp performs
in New York
Murray native Alissa Volp
performed at Dance New
Amsterdam in New York City in
October 2005. Alcoa was a
dancer In "Partly Sunny With A
Slight Chance of Rain." choreographed by prominent New York
On
dancer/choreographer
Flomin. The piece %AS 4.1C4Cioped through a month-long
workshop among 15 selected
dancers and Flomln
Volp began studying dance
with Nancy Zechner NMI('S at
The Ballet Studio in Murray and
worked
with The Ballet
Company and The West
Kentucky Ballet Company Volp
continued her training on nalit
at
Briansky
scholarships
Saratoga Balkt Center. School
of Nashsilk Ballet. SlilvhJukec
Ballet School. and American
Dance Festival.
Volp was introduced to mod.
cm dance at Murray State
Unisersity in 2002 Since then
she has whiwlerheartedly enihstdied the an form
Volp is currently pursuing her
passion in New York City,
studying with Das id Dorfman
Dance and takes numerous

liana:
.

"Waiting for Gale(' has been
celled the tpaineuential play of
the 2011I csaary and is a dare
he'd-bearer for the "theatre of
the absurd"

dance and yoga dames
Volp. in collaboration with
Kentucky manse Pamela Grjy. a
professional dancer for V years.
will he teaching a creatise
mosement class on February II
NEW HARM()Nl. Ind
at the 51St Carr Health
Budding dance studio from 'Ilk Sky's The Limit" is the
noon 10 2 p.m The class is open title of the forthcoming show of
regardless
to
all,
of
oil paintings.
mosenientidance experience. at
primarily
cost
landscapes.
This master class is part of a
by Julie H
larger project occumng in
Los insl
August at Playhouse in the Park
former
For more Information. call Gray
social work
At 42704 343-2164 or entail WO
teacher
at
at assila5bgt hotmail.com
Murray
Voir. the daughter of Dr
State
Robert and Brenda Volt). graduLoving
Unnersity
ated summa cum laude from
5151 with a bachelor of arts in
public relations in May
She
Although 1 hint: always
was a member of the MSU appreciated art. I did not enter
Dance Company under the the art world until
a •ag
direction of ban Pulinkala She before retiring from teaching
as also selected to Who's Who
social work at Murray State
American College
Among
Students
The 2001 Murray High
School saledicionan. Volp has
two brothers. Dylan and Chess,
and a sister. Brewma

Photo to, Cana turnhara
C.J. Houston (right) and Tracy Franklin (center) play
Vladimir and Estragon. two tramps in -Waiting For
Godot" at Playhouse in the Park next week. Also shown
is Koby Springer
Nothing happens. nobodv enure shun waiting tot a an
named Godot to ante. They
comes, nobody goes. it's awful'
chess carrots. Neter. make-op.
That phrase frown the play some
how sums up the whole plot of and ponder existence lei every
this short tragi-coniedy in two time they kens on the serge of
taking action, the nerd to wan
aces
for Godts intercedes
Vladimir. played by C
Pore.) and Lucky, played to
Houston. and Estragon. played
hy lracy Franklin, are knell* Jeff Miller and Cassidy
hot pitiful tramps who spend the Copeland. MC a %lase and hi,

mimes alio sunk aging In ink,
nips ‘ladunit and Emmert
tedious rioNtrebat Neermadr. in
Bit mod_[mown amtlastiinian
we dune and left to wait tarillerin
nesolutunt. And maybe that is
our* the pour Beetiest wanted
It' make. heglilightutg die lact. ot
purpose and meationg in a um
sense 01 pen* - waiting- to he
given waging aid purpsss
front sonar extetual source
• -Me show is really meant as
a annmentan on, haw we at,
wane (air' ume amity sad hap.
lag for *meow or somoding 1/0
Witte and nuke ne kw, hoar." says Duncter 1011111a)
()intone
Hke WM* a
inmor up to the andimace and
showing them their flaws in
hopes of inspinng them to make
champ."
So hoe can a drama won
nothing happens'Actording
Otborne much of the show
appeal comes from the ..Impic
busman!, found in the wane,.
-Some people hese trouh
widersawdisi the idea or a
without a plot And malty ars
turned oft hs the idea of two
hours of dialogue with rrunimad
action But Flekken s witts conservation and absurd ideas are
what makes this show so ennn able
-Waiting hat Gotiot runs
at
pm. anti
February
well
Feb.10.11 a 7.30 p.m
as 2 p.m. that Saturda),. hie ti.
et. call„the 'Murray Ttninsin
imunivism at 739-2199. -

Lovins' oil paintings at Indiana gallery
noenity As j result of taking
painting classes at J craft store. I
recognized J special interest in
painting but also the need io
learn more:. she said -reaching
and practicing social work did
not prepare me with the skills
needed to create a painting'
rhus. in 1444, I sentured into
the world of being an art student
at Murrai State University
"My paintings are about the
spirit. beams and- energy of
nature Supporting the notion
that we arc all Mork.s in
progress.- Los ins added -I ant,
tas. mated with ctilor. composi`-,
nonal options. and the use of
110t 11.0 Thus. onli11114:

he seen nom Feb H Starth 2h
PM Me11I with 1114:s4: elements
thl un calls as Is my medium of at the VroMell s Institute and
chow.:
Gallery in New Harmony. Ind
The opeing reeeption will he
From 1447 through 2005
:try II from 4" pm
Los ins has had seseral solo held
exhibits. been 'molted with during ñe 'ten Harmon
national .md regional exhibits. ‘k inter (Sailers Stroll
The rexerxi,sii is Ire and
and MceI ed so: end awards
In addition to Lox ins extra. J - open to the pubis,
lion at %Arra!, State. she has a
Pit D in higher education trims
the t my ersity of Southern
Illinois. ('arbondale. a 111414CT •
of science in %social work from
the I nisersity of Tennessee and
J bachelor of arts in social work
from the l•fusersity of Kentucky
-The Sky's The LIM( call

AUTO/
HOME
Discount

Accepting New Patients
N

911•M Aulles areaa low premiums CINI be reduced even
mom by insuring both your
cw and home wan SWO.Aulo.

fo 11111 tsiti

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Mat11ip Mapper. VAL

Exhibition entries sought

La us tel you wet how much
your swings can be

- Hranng %As - So Kt4nls Rewired Cd1 for Appoktmonl OA)759-4811

The Murray Art Guild is issuing a "call tot entries" for the
annual "Visual Evidence Exhibition". The tuned event is in its
17th year and is open to artists throughtout the region NEI surrounding states.
Entry is hy onginal work only and
at have ban
within the past three years. Artists may sill***
medium. by hand delis cry only. March 7 and Wenn ths been
of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Works will be antiped forty eakihilint
and awards will he protested sound* Ikt the diaentioa orlie

alks
n4.1

is.'

4)7

:eli

I a

4

*in soioli 8th Street - suite

- %funny. kl 42071

NOW OPEN!
Custom

Entry forms with specifications are available at the Guild,
located at 101 N. btli St.. downtown Murray. by calling 753-4039
murrayartguildiirmurray-k%.net
or by
The opening reception and awards presentation will be at the
Guild on March 12. from 2-4 pm. The public is ins ited to attend
and admission is free. Following the opening the exhibit may
appointment The
also he observed dunng regular hours or
exhibit closes April 7
The Murray An Guild is a non-profit cultural and educational
5)anYithc with an
organization when mni4lerthip is
elation of the rind ma. The Gadd is located in the Unt
whit* is Mad is the Nation! Regisay of Hatnic Pei.The
Kentucky Atat Onaicil. a Ono wary in the Coned=
provides operalisad support Ihediag for the Murray Art Guild
with stale tax dollars and fedead funding from die hlannal
Endowment for the An'
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516 Main St. - Murray
TO SEE OUR NEW SHOWROOM
270-753-0123
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
TO ORDER OFFICE SUPPLIES CALL 800-227-4932
oP
VISIT OUR WEB SITE
www.petter-business.com
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A Better Way to Do Business
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Every Groundhog Has Its Day
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Punxsutawney Phil. the weather predicting groundhog, is held by his handler Bill
Deelay in front of an announced crowd of 14,000 who came to hear the prediction
of six more weeks of winter in Punxsutawney. Pa.
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Sudan genocide. and raising
mom) for the International
Rescue Committee, which proides food. water. medication
and
education
to
Darfur
refugees

57
I
Pins X
jibe Oa
Aiii a ,

DIM X

:Students Against Genocide on Murray profile

Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars

5.
fume
a
a
Nis0Dino Ume g

a

sat

gosernment-sponsored
Janiaw eed. an Arab militia, has
been responsible for the ware.
rape and murder of hundreds of
thousands ot people
Students Against Genocide is
raising awareness About Darfur

Taw
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a

X

MID= ===11=11=11

(.ahriel Ake: escaped the
threat of genocide in his countr
of Sudan and lised in refugee
:amps until he came to the
I:noted States in 2:001 Now. he
ts a student at Murro State
l .nisersit!. and shares his life
experiences on "Roundabout
Muria% "
-Roundabout Slumis is a
4)-minute ‘ideo magaime hosted I., %1S( Vice-President of
Institutional
Ad'.ancement
Alumni
1k% clop-nein
and
Affairs
This segment. which teatures
Akec. 5.151 's Students Against
lienocidc founder 1-.11/abethi
Smith and Matt Spalding. will
air tonight at 6 on \!
Llectni: S stem cable
151. frida) at 6:30 p.m. and
Saturda) at II :30 a.m. on LPN
The Beat. and Saturda and
Sunda) at 4 a.m. on Charter
Communications ichannel 19,
Students Against Genocide is
promoting an awareness %eel,
planned this month.
The problems in Darfur reg,an
trom conflicts between nomadic
Afncan tribes and tamales carsiwer the limited. usable
land in Sudan. Since then. the
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CCinic

8 a.m. - 12y.m.
Tebruary 3
cit

An8e1 s Clinic
1005 Poylar sr. - Murray
Qualifications Required

Everyone Welcome
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Kentucky's NOM Illprits, center, drives through double Imam by Staillagglillarars Bernard Rinwner. left. and
Jima Edemermileurt. awing the second hall of a MCAA
balloilboN woo ho IS..iIIa. Miss Wednesday. Sparks
led Kentucky M111611110 WIth 25 points

Bombs Away
MICHAEL DANP4tangar& Times
Murray State football coach Matt Griffin addresses the media Wednesday afternoon at the Murray Room at the
Regional Special Events Center Griffin announced the signing of 23 football players who will become first-year
Racers in the fail

Griffin gets 23 commitments for fall
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Nhirl
Matt Griffin
wind start to hi,tenure as head loot
hall ioach at Mune!. State with the
announcement (il his first reeruiting
.lass on Wednesdas afternoon
'It's been a hectic transition.'
said Griffin, who is now in his
eighth week as the Racers' head
coach after being hired away from
Ohio Valley Conference rtsal
feammes-blertin in mid-Dece tuber
"We've pretty much been recruiting
the entire time...
Griffin. the Raer e.cich
Led
ing staff - comprised almost entirely of former ['I-Martin assistants —
reeled an 26 signees from high
schools in Kentucky. Tennessee
Ohio. Georgia and Missouri
Unlike past years. this Mtil
was comprised entirels from the
prep ranks.
"This is just what I knov..•"
Griffin said of his preference to
recruit high school talent over student-athletes with questionable
backgrounds from the junior-college
and Division I-A levels "(her he
next four or five years. I'm going to
do this the hest was I know how, and
getting high school players is what
we do hest
"The maximum number of players we can sign is 30. but we won't
get to 30." he added If we add anybody else. it's going to have to he a
special guy"
At least some of the new signees
were originally rectiaind by Griffin
at UT-Martin. but chose Imo follow
the former Maine amintin so
Money Sims. where the Items ate
nyisg le mew*on a MOSsemon
that included a 2-9 overall record
And the school's first winless mark
in OVC play since the 1960s.
INSU's struggles last fall eventu
ally cost former head coach .14,e
Pammenio Ms job after sic seasons
and a 30-37 record
-We've been working off the
same list of players for the last several tneatha.- Griffin noted "I think
the recepies we got tfrom recruitsi
with ihe Murray State title wars a lit de iminkit them whet we've received
in the path. Thies OM to say any 6isg lasoive Meet say odor pei,
yaw but 1 Mak Os maim we
hove hare at/ die esesema af thie
proSIOPIIPIOL
M have
-VA, are way
the support sr 1111W AWN director
and the entire athletics edministralion"
Grate's first clam at MSU was
divided-alum even* bounes
III Is* 41111111.111 Pap

a

MSU 2006 COMMITMENTS
Wednesday was national signing day. the first day for potential foot-

with the program of their choice, and some outstanding talent chose Murray State Matt Griffin's first recruiting
class at MSU consist of five student-athletes from each Kentucky.
Tennessee and Georgia, four from Ohio. three from Missouri and
one from Wisconsin Here is a look at the new players by position
ball recruits to sign

Quarterbacks (2)
Jett Ehrardt
Chris Franklin

Ht.
6-4
6-1

Wt.

180
190

Hometown
Kirkwood. Mo
Lexington. Ky

Running Backs (2)
Josh Jones
Charlie Jordan

6-2
5-9

205
185

St Louis. Mo
Memphis. Tenn

5-10
6-5
6-0
5-9

170
200
190
170

Lexington Tenn
Woodstick, Ga
Lexington, Ky.
Memphis, Tenn

6-3

205

Lexington Tenn

6-3
6-3
6-2

285
270
295

Cincinnati, Oh.

Hatcheil
Austen Lane
Matt McWhorter
Christopher Peete
Jerry Winfield

6-2
6-7
6-3
6-5
6-3

210
220
225
320
210

Mayfield, Ky.
Iola. Wisc.
Ferguson, Ky.
Memphis, Tenn
Buford Ga

Linebackers (5)
Tamar Butler
Karl Finkes
Roderick Jackson
Will Roach
Tyler Sinclair

6-0
6-0
5-11
6-3
6-2

205
208
220
240
212

Mutheesboro. Tenn

Defensive Backs (3)
Craig Durham
Lamar Jones
Josh Marshall

5-10
5-11
6-0

185
200

185

Marietta, Ga
Cincinnati. Oh
Charleston. Mo

5-11

180

Lexington, Ky.

Wide Receivers (4)
Kenneth Benjamin
Shane McClesky
Mike Sweat
Dernck Townsel
Tight End (1)

Blake Booth
Offensive Linemen (3)

Ornella
Nathan Partain
Vincent Rivers

Enc

Rossville. Ga.
Cincinnati, Oh

Defensive Linemen(5)
Josh

Xenia. Oh
Rome. Ga
Marietta, Ga
Brentwood, Tenn

Kicker (1)
Sean O'Brien

UK's barrage of 3-pointers
bigger than Bulldogs' bite
STAKKVU-LE. Miss. IA?
Patrick Sparks came off a
wreen or down the court. foiled
himself open for a 3-poimer and
helped Kentucky *wan a
Mississippi Stale 001111111bedL
It was anytheal the an isolated iecidest: Semategly every
time die Bulldogs dreamed a
rally. Sparks cennected from 3.
Ns Sad•sessea-hiali wi6 23
points and made five of the
Wildcats season-hest 13 3victory
roomiers in their
over
Mississippi State on
Wedeesdas night
"Our kids seem to feed ott oi
Patrick when he's making the
outside shot like that, coach
Tubby Smith said "It does get
everybody fired up"
15-6,
5-2
Kentucky
Southeastern Conference, shot a
seasem-Ingli 32 percent front 3point range and never trailed in
extending its winning streak to a
season-long rise games after
starting the season 10-6 and
beginning c(mterence plas 0-2
trs not to get too high on
ourselses guard Joe Crawford
said
(..raw lord added 14 points for
Kentucky. which was I3-frie-25
in - upnineng ill previous mem
best of 12 As — set It NO1111111611f
Against West Virginia mid lied
last month against %Nth
Carolina The Wildcats* pevious hest 1-point shooting par,TntAite of 51) percent (12-fort also came against the
(iarnecocks
Sparks, who equaled hi,25
point performance three months
ago against the Mountaineers.
was 5-of- 10 from 1-point range
this time and consitstentls connected from long range to
comeback
State's
deflate
anempt•

he sew sheet emeggt but
a lot at dot jut MI is &nib.
I hal'he tea re ere riots rearr."
Sgedui snit "illy thellealitha set
sem geed screens. mild 1 pee
a6e good shots. and
Med
*ay** happsead to be at good
or
Palings *mks' most
mit 3-piasor came early is the
UlnaeINN
Iltansecky led hy 1 1 as
Crafalhetrs *lop in 6e again
momeses of due WI theme ihe
Bellikes sowed 10 Mai&
poists. doles to 42.39 an
Charles Rhodes' dunk with
1619 to play
Dun's *nen Spots got open
in the left corner. mak a Pall
front Baps Ronde mod swished
a 1-pointer le eased Ilke bed le
sic Crawled hit a hem the
same quit on Isadadty's Nem
trip dowecourt ludries 48-39
with 15 In sineles reisehmag.
"Whenever I wan open.Iwas
taking the shin." Crawford mid
'Patkltiikchewashot He eras
confident, and I was confidant
When we run like that. llatite.'i
not too than teams that Can hem
us.'•
Mississippi Slat i • 10. -7)
didn't get closer dout five the
rest of the was in lois as seventh straight for the firm time
since the Richard Williams-led
kist nine sou* in the
season
-We're playing lard ow
them said that is the thins you
have to do when things awl
going your way.- Miesieippi
Samecm*Rick Strathsty sod
'Mime are Put male thiega
we haw a defkienC,, In, mad a
we can do is keep *sem
av.as and getting War in those
areas

=

School board again
tells KHSAA to work
out its own spat
FRASKI-ORT. Ky. (AP) —
If% hack to dud:swim board —
apes — la .semock far as disive MIyeapirs ever volhellne
at dome the nil kr Mita
school oponi onwoomosi im
Kentucky.
Per the emend time is less
Ihm use melba. 6e Kentucky
on
Beard al Education
smie's gov111/11111111Mday odd
aiming Way tar alga usied
Mies thetho seliesis owl at
realm the,e es dmir owe.
We comN lie Ilia Isom tau
twee mid boird ineether David
Tackles.
be II& time, the hosed set a
deallase ort its kpeo meeting.
which will he held in Lexington
where the Kentuct
School Athletics Association is
Pissed

The sensitise sports debate
MOM anew in ()shiftier when
pike schools. which inake up
6e mu eigonty of KHSAA's
numbarthip. weed se tem private schools IND their owe Nurnamenek
ilmy woe cooesuoi oboe
recent deolealloo ofsem Weer private reireafie that draw
from a wider area and IMO toll&
'rasps to tare op Milo&
mei like maw do
The Board of blesmies
res sewed a report Wrintorft
for•ILINSAA oak *woe Am
mem es be loolos award rec.
ommodlier owe eseiriceleos es
de"et'Moe Wink re
mei res-ef-aras eihkemo
-The lonet malt Mit ilia
lone at okee
eulomitSo
modielos if dist is omploill
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Wildcats, Cardinals go big on Signing Day
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) --- The answei
!meanie clear to Louiscilk coach Robby
Petnno after watching the Cardinals struggle
**nes wawa the Big-East's ehte la* fall

Even Mar going 9-3 in their first season
Sig Eaat and finalities likb in dm final
Mr 25 pot Petrino fek the Carsnals had to
get better. And to do that, they had to get
bigger
The answer became clear to Kentucky
coach Rich Brooks after watching the
Wildcats struggle to stop opponents from
running up and down the field during a disappointing 3-8 season last fall. Brooks knew
the Wikkais had to get better in his fourth
year at the helm. and to do that, he knew

they had to set faster on the defensive side
et the hat
, .110 asches hope they took the. first
ditipallattrard addressing their teams needs
au Weitesday during National Signing Day
Six of the 24 players the Cardinals signed
will come to Lowsvilk weighing at least
300 pounds. a move Petrino considered necessary. for the(
.ardinals to keep up in the
vametimes bruising world of the Big East.
-This might be the biggest class I've
associated with. Kinn() said. -The thing
that I like most about it is ttwy all can move.

You look at what we're pLo I ng. and maybe

the difference in-Conference USA and the
Big Fast conterence is the physicalness of
the olfensie lines. the &tensor lines, the
amount of run that you see ...We really felt
like we had to go out and continue to get
bigger and more physical" 6
Lineman Jeremy Baker horn Riviera
Beach. Ha.la the biggest of the big, coming
in at 6-foot-5 and 358 pounds. He•Il he
joined by Jeffrey Adtuns (64, 320), L T
Walker 16-4, 320). Coma(' Thomas (6-6.
3.10). Kaman Croswell (6-4, 3101 and Josh
Hawkins(6-7. 330).
Almost all of the big men can piny on
either side of the line, though Pewit° win
start most of them out on defense as he tries
to replace graduating senior detensoe linemen Elvis Dumervil and Montawious
Stanley.
*Ilrieof the biggest areas we felt .are,
needed to address in ow recruiting was the
detensise line." Petnno said. "We sot only
lost the players hut the pmdoction We
Ironically. perhaps Louisville's biggest
coup came by signing a guy nicknamed

"Peanut" The Cardinals swayed defensive
end Deantwan Whitehead of.„tirmingham.
Ala.. away front in-state power Auburn. and
Petrino says %Vhitehead's sue (6-6. 245)
opens up plenty of possibilities down the
road. He could stay on the line and play end

or move to outside linebacker.
After allowing opponents to score an
average of 34 points per game. Brook' concentrated on getting better athletes on that
side of the bell. In addition to signing linebacker Micah Johnson from Fort Campbell
• -- who won Kentucky's Mr. Football Award
given to the state's top player - the
Wildcats also nabbed defensive tackle
Corey Peters from Central High in
Louisville and defensive end Josh Minton
from Southwestern High in Somerset
Brooks

credits Johnson with convincing

Peters and Minton to come to Lexington
instead of going out of state.
"You have to he excited about a guy like

Micah Johnson," Brooks said. "Not only his
physical abilities, but his leadership and his
dedication in the recruiting process to help
Us hY7ftyi g in touch and contacting other
recruits. T90 guys he spoke to long before
he cumittd to us and he kind of wanted to
would join him at Kentucky were
Josh Minion and Carey Pews. and darned it'
they're not all here."
In terms of numbers, the Wildcats
grabbed more in-state players (10) than the

set if they

Cardinals ((our). Keeping the state's hest
players from going elsewhere has become a
point of emphasis for Brooks.

From Page 18
ottcn..c And ,iciew.e

13 on the detensise side.
The class also included one
kicker. Lexington Paul Dunbar's
Sean O'Brien. who averaged 43

receivers.
three linemen,
two
running

yards per punt and converted a
52-yard field goal during his

in
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6400t.
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tight

senior season. The 5-foo4- II.
I80-pounder was one of three
190• Franklin. aDunbar players to sign with
pounder. passed for 3.671 yards
MSC. joining quarterback Chns
and 38 touchdowns in Iwo seaFranklin and wide receiver Mike
sons at Dunbar The 6-4. 180Sweat. •
pound Ehrhardt was rated the
Even though the numbers
third hest quarterback prospect
were distributed evenly among
in the St. Louis area and the
offense and defense. Griffin
sixth hest in the state of
Racers'
biggest
insisted that the
Missouri after finishing his prep
needs fell on the defensive end.
career with 4.591 passing yards
where the breakdown consisted
touchdowns
for
43
and
of five linemen. five linebackers
Christian
Westminster
and three defensive hacks
Academy.
-The most glanng weaknessMurray also stocked its cupes we have are on the defensive
board with wideouts. Joining the
linebacker...
Griffin
line and at
6-foot 190-pound Sweat in the
claimed -Vie not don't have a
receising corps are 5-I0, 17t ,
lot Or bodies at those posititms
pound Kenneth Benjamin foil,
nifit now We have maybe II or
Senior High
12 guys there. hut we need to
in
/ School
to
have 13 Or 14. So we'se got
Fairfield.
get our numbers up."
6-5.
Ohio.
Griffin declined to talk
200-pound
specifically about any one playShane
er. prefemng instead to focus on
McCIrsky of
the class as a whole However.
Woodstock
one potential standout could he
High School
6-5. 320-pound defensive linen
i
man Christopher Peete from
Wood stoc k.
School
in
Egypt
High
Raleigh
Ga.. and 5-9.
Memphis
I70-pound Derrick Townsel of
Peete. a 'Tennessee all-state
High
Memphis's
Ovenon
honorable bention selection.
School
recorded 67.1 tackles and graded
The running hacks are Josh
out at 85 percent as a Mocker on Jones. a 6-2. 205-pounder from
offense dunng his senior season
St Louis's Kirkwood High
An - all-state honorable mention
School. and 5-9. 185-pound
basketball player dunng his junMemphis White Station product
ior year. Peete also served as
Charlie Jord.an. who was a firstRaleigh Egypt's long snapper,
team Class 5A all-state selection
and contributed on special
as a cktensive hack The new
teams.
Racer tight end is Blake Booth.
Another notable is May field
a (1-3. 205-pounder from
delensise
lineman
Josh
Lexington (Tenn.) High School.
Mitchell, the brother of former
"All the signs are there that
Racer quarterback Stephen point
to this being :i very good
Hatchell. The 6-2. 210-pounder
class, but we really wont know
the only First Region player
that for j while." said Griffin.
was twice named
in the class
who prefers to redshin his new
honorable mention all-state
talent rather than playing them
before earning second-team :inright away. -We would like to
state honors as a senior for the
redshin all of them, hut we
Cardinals, who finished 11-4 in
know we're not going to he able
2005 and earned another trip to
to do that. Some kids we're just
the Class A state championship
going to have to throw into the
game
tire and let them take their
The offensive signees are
lumps."
highlighted by a pair of quarterThe Racers begin spring
Franklin
and
back.
practice March 29
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AP

Notre Dame coach Charlie Weis talks about the 27 high
school seniors who will play for the Irish beginning in
2006 at a press conference Wednesday in South Bend,
Ind

Pipeline of talent
still streams to IISC
Meyer hail to hj%C J great
ear just to keep up with his

By RALPH D. RUSSO

AP Sports Writer
A. difficult as it has been to
get the better of Southern
California on the field in recent
years. the Trojans might be even
tougher to heat on signing day.
Less than a month after being
dethroned by Texas in the Rose
Bowl. 1.."SC reloaded with another recruiting class brimming

with blue-chippers.
-This is the kind of class
where you're going to feel the
impact immediately." Trojans
said
Carroll
coach
Pete
Wednesday As the mitional signing period opened with its
husiest day.
RisaIscom declared the
Trojans the recruiting champs
for the third straight year
-The hottest school in the
country. period." Bobby Burton
of Roalscom said. "And it has
been tor three yc.Lr%...
Allen Walla& of SuperPrep
and Scout.com also gave USC a
slight edge twer Florida in his
final rankings
The Gators were the day's
other big winners.
The first group of Florida
recruits Urban Meyer can truly
call his own left no doubt that
the coach with the Midwestern
roots could dean up in the
Southeastern Conference.
"I do not say they're a great
class because you evaluate that
in three years." Meyer said. "It's
a good class. If they' graduate,

win championships and if
they're fortunate enough they go
to the NI-1., that's how you evaluate a class"
Max Emfinger and Tom
Lemming of College Sports
Television ranked Florida's
class No. I.
-This battle between US('
and Florida is about as close as
you can get." said Wallace, who
put pushed the Trojans past the
Gator% in his rankings late in the
day

SEC rivals. LSI% Auburn and
Alabama all came away with
highly ranked classes, too.
Texas coach Mack Brown
again came up big in February

with a first-rate clavs• made up
almost exclusively of players
front the Lone Star state.
Much like Meyer. Charlie
Weis rode the momentum of a

successful debut season right
though signing day with the hest
recruiting class Notre Dame has
had in a few years.
"I told everyone in this

class
that this was going to he the
class that started Notre Dame
hack to the top." Weis said.
"That doesn't mean we don't
have a chance to compete this
year or next year. I'm talking
about perennially tieing at the
top."
Bobby
Senior
c it irens

Bowden and Joe Paterno
showed they're still a hit with
the younger crowd. Honda State
anti Penn State both had top-10
classes.
Carroll's crew came away
with a three standouts. Stafon
Johnson from Los Angeles and
from
Moody
Emmanuel
1'oppell. Texas. were both
ranked among the top-10 backs
in the nation by Rts-als.com.

Kin in Ashley from Venice.
Calif.. who hacked off a verbal
commitment to Mississippi
Slate. wasn't far behind.
Linebacker Allen Bradford
and 1'1 Gable, a high school

running hack probably headed
for receiver or defensive back in
college. are the stars of a talented class that Carroll believes
will uphold the recent l'SC tradition and have several players
contributing as freshman.
"I think a dozen of these guys
will he a factor. There are really.
good 1(00(4111 players who are.
going to 1* called on right
away." Carroll said

It's Time To Stop Hurting!

SEMO's Thornton
accused of raping
Kansas woman
CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo.
(AP) - A starting basketball
player at Southeast Missouri
Sum Univenity la accused of
raping a woman in Kansas more
than two years ago.
An arrest warrant was issued
for Andra', Thornton on fekiny
charges ()trap': and sex,
ual battery
Thornton.
20,
of
Chicago.
was arrested
without incident around
am
I:30
Tuesday

Thornton inside
Show Me Center, after the

the

team
returned from a game in
Tennessee. university' officials
said.

Thornton was released after
posting the required 10 percent
of his $100,000 bond Tuesday
night. said Lt. Ryan Rueseler
with the Cape Girardeau County
Sheriff's
Wednesday

Department

on

lliornton. a junior. is in his
first year with the Redhawks,
after transferring from Missouri
State University's West Plains

campus.
He and another man. Ontario
McKee. are accused of raping a
woman the morning of Nov. 23,

2003. in their dorm rooms at

Community College,
Colby. Kan.. detective Gary
Shull said.
McKee, of Milwaukee. was
arrested last week in San
Angelo. Texas. and has since
pleaded guilty to reduced
charges. Shull said. He could not
pro% nie details of the plea
While the incident was irises
tigated at the time. charges were
not filed until a new prosecutor

Colby

was

appointed

(AP) Epophaany Priam was isissnward so
inalimin tar annesity at the earn.
despite Mr Issa-thimatelia appomat and appear* lick of a caul-

return.
"If he's convicted. he would
be done with us." Kaverman
said.
Thornton has not been suspended from school, and no
other actions against him were
planned. Southeast spokeswoman Ann Hayes said.

Thornton, a forward, is fifth
in the Ohio Valley Conference
with 6.6 rebounds per game. He
has started all 20 games this season and is averaging 7 9 points
per game.

May Mkt
eirskla•Bropmf
Oalw

YORK

The 5-frint-9 high school senior
intskin.1 have been more focused
Wednesday.
Prince scored 113 points for
Murry Bergman+ High Wuxil in a
117-32 win over Brandeis High
School. breaking a girls' national
prep record previously held hy Hall
of Earner Cheryl Miller

Thomas

dropped or he is acquitted.
Thornton would he allowed to

New York girl
scores 113
NEW

in

County. Kan . Shull said
Shull said the men and the
woman knew each other, but he
would offer no further information about the alleged rape
Thornton was suspended
from the team and will remain
so until the case is resolved,
Don
Director
Athletic
Kayo-man said. If charges are

488 MOO N.•711341912

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
3 pm
USA-PGA lbw. RIP 000.round. at 151411WMO.Ani
mowsOMAN SASKETSALL
II p.m.
ESPN - Note Carolina at Murano
ESP•42 - George Werninpion at
xavroo
SASKETVALL
7 p.m
TNT - amitiano atMaim
11110 ;DAL

TNT - Son memo at Golden Woo
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Company wall train Call
1.4-F 9arn- 1pm Only 1800-573-8799
TAKING applIcadons
for MI positions. Drf
n6faht AMOY In Pmson at Sonic. 717 S
12M. Murray. No
phone calls.
TELEMARKETING
sales on Monday and
evenings
Tuesday
Siert 54 hounvwk atth
potentai to expend
Healthcare or wiernerlisting
imminence
required 227-2454
Murray
THRIVING
seeking
bollileas
*oral
mmitienced
dliener. Fun. mein
week
ermirommit
Ayiplicant most be
*Med. hard *edit"
and must be a Maple
person Send resume
to P0 Box 1040-R
Wavy, KY 42071

FULL-TIME million
available for LPN.
MA. or Medical
Aesisient NW clinical
JUST give us a cal.
imsekince m a last
well be glad to he.
paned Wily practice
Your lowed one well
MondayNOM&
Wy to find.
Thursday edit occaCame we all have
11181wilays
mond
Furry or Feathered
Boman
pecans
Friends Hem et the
Apply by resume only
Ledger I Times
to
Richard H Crouch
Call 753-1916
MD
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray. KY 42071
MAINTENANCE
11.114410Eloie
Technician
Student housing propneeded
:AVON he
CLEANING houses is
Only $10 to Med your erty has an opportunity my business Cal
.17eft Avon business 1 - for a Mairasnmos Linde H 750-9553
Technician. Prolorm
*7742041367
various maintenence HOME cleaning servictasks to embilebt and es 435-4867
enhance apatimmt
community.
Responsible for prosNwig timely msinbamme
MOM COMPUTERS
service to residents in a A. Certified Technn
probiesional and courService/ ropers
manner
teous
799.36116
Previous experience
required and EPA codicook and servers.
fication is preferred. but
App is Pm^
not required. Ws MN,
!Aori.-Fn. el 616 N
competitive pay and
121h Same. bimenq
benefits package Fax ANTIQUES. Cal Larry
resume to 270-759- 753-3633
lie gime calls
3005
BUYING punk cars
trucks tractors and
\ \IN li NANCE ELECTRICIAN
midi boats 435-5235

MI5

11.11semsPer lis

14X70 Amassed MIR
2000 wham endow* 2 OM Mad gefelh.
u6My Weiler S'id' bask disk.moot eld
lISt 270-227-1447
on
NM.
•11065 Papas odd we IN. 7116411111
madam Me3
teem It
conon •Connelly Clorlwi Saw. denpool NW Ske-nim
washer. maw some
weacc 411131111111 '
traidlrae. bow steps.
S5 inch high ditilMion ad few deck Call
TV. 1 year cal 11.100 402442
Washer and dryer,
'1840 Clayton
1130 Must sell Cell Swam 3 bedrooms
70641130
2 beMs. imam conMG Clothes .at UM don Mae be moved
753-0237
new leather begs
shoes. accessories
211K70 3 Bedroom 2
Moues doom lilleracen DIM alb pause MP
pots. pedestals. Fis • Nip
kitchen
trees. OranNure. oak WIMP! 731-364
UMW Cal 270-753- Na
6004
' 3
JUST armed,
BLUE Rifts hot tub
Madman 2 Bath
5360 750-1519
only
731-584CHEARY full bed
radresser. 1200.
1;r JUST in" 4 Bedroom 2
sr PS. gas dryer%
electric dryer 175. Beth payments as low
refrigerator. 1150. *wi- as S199 99f, ir a c
dow AC. $150 761- 731-584-4926
3060
2006 CLOSE OUTS •
CINDERELLA prom Singiewides
and
dresses 1 sae 4 yel- Doubisnincles
Buy
low. 1 90 $5.1130 today
save
and
each. 27111•02-111514
51.000's WE OWN
Me THE BANK • Call today
MOO
new $7500 Oak China at 1314414436
Cabinet $200 753- TAKE YOUR PICK 1175
Need 5 Bedrooms and
MEAL MORIN 1000 3 Baths or haw about 4
612 post pod ReWs Bedrooms and 2
Worm Fenn. MOO Men BMW Bosh prima in
Osab deed latimme.- 1016.411111131.. Oa" 32*KY 270-436-2189
MON Odle
SUNTANA P90-OWNED mobile
Wolffsystorn 24-bulto homes Excellent condition 96 and newer
tanning bed MOO
moots We delver and
Tammy Canopy $250
Cal 293-4360 or 439- est up 270-480-2525
2686
38R
REDUCED
WHITE sew wedding mobile home and lot
capped $12.900 7534012
dress a
sleeves size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
1111111NosFir INe
Ow 5PM
X-BOX 360 and 3 N2911 $195 753-6012
games 1 yew %warran- COUNTRY
Wing. maty. $375 Cal 402-6337 y nice 3 BR 2 MO
mulidehowe
cower
MMONMAB
MS awls loolaillw
damscm 1018WW
of
(1171111111114705
USED
(170)1794441
APPLIANCES
WICE 29R No pets
Ward Elkins
MINN
mama
753 1713
lot. 7-1/2 mem seat or
Murray. Limy Beane
veidence 436.2562
1111144110

1.1

Pictures -$12 ea. •J 0,

411enlinV

(sr low thar kw per pitnre
awl us ann ihan )5 words)
SI in red oatnimil spot

Deane for receipt of
plow & love Ins
is Wed Feb. 8th
at 5:00 p.m.

(270) 753-1916

P.O. Box IWO • Murray. Kir 4211'i

Sw.murrmn kart:cant

Far 11.0

Callovia

M

osPet NM

Garden/Esse%

Dawns

Apartments
1505 Druguid Unit: • Mumii. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TOD l-1180-545-1833 - Ext. 283

NEAR Unrverely
2 rooms tumoral:I
efficancy fridge
range tub and shower.
etc
$150.05 Me.PIUS
dos&
7S3-4/110 Sow W

smn

NEW bowIllul awe"
Ofte sad Two &Niro%411 Apartment.
apertment
11111
Central WM and or
hamiseell
upstairs.
Ao:roung
eaPer ami
floors. calliedial
3
jc
p.m.
11
01112101111e. 111R. use or correuton
OffSce Hour. N a.m. "Ss.
6 piece bedroom odd.
Cif9A, MO depose
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
areas Mama lerVery good condition.
and references No meted Neer %Mu
$800 767-0864 226- LOTS tOr rent 753pets 460-2741
Coleman RE 753
9066
9566
NOW LEASING
0990
ANTIQUE bed, round1.2£3bedroorn Apia
ed footboard $350 2
We accept Section
mePut IMe
car
2
113R
$195
MIA.
3814.
swarms
maple bedside *Wes
6 vouchers.
garage
1S4S
*WOW
pkis
month
N
4141
R..
Sp
1.600
$50 753-4754
Apply at Mrw-Cal Ails
38112 belh Moe close
Mociuribird Ln 752002 Northeised Or
BROYHILL couch. end nem to Rolls lea 753-2034
to 011101 garage appli0313
.-Me
Nursery
apt
IS
19R
avalebis.
tabN,
Mondey.
tab**. cone*
CAWA
ances.
313R 2 Bath Dupkwx
appliances furnished
Wednesday. Friday
dressers. km-size bed. Ex 750-1333
Calmer RE. 75348811
month
227
Call
753Resift
$700
Miw-Ci
or
office
ft
so
2.922
MIMI?WNW
tab* re 4 chairs. Mc
OR ISA. $465 per
4444
0375
Emig Hwang
See Booth MI at retail 1306 N 12th
monlh ede door
1101 apt for rent. W- CLEAN 111R tBA
Oppoelway
Charlie's and Tooler's 753-2005 or 293-1480
TOO e44051 979-0742
in Hui Bring ad for
WI, lenliget email wad. Move. fridge
ulnae pelt Na per elleheseiher. $335 227- SMALL iSP aspets
10% off
erte Mora
month +'depose 752- 2307. 435-4344
mew wed 7$11-11111111)
11111
0456
view VERY many an
FORREST
rods
and
HUSBAND
Mews
A&F ilmehotoes
looking be nous* to
2 beri'garage CASA.
BR al VI:Mance& Apentimpres 1213 N
New MEV OWES
CHARLIE'S Antique ogre In Melon ragmen Oaks Apts.. Miling IS 111111 It. now accatilimil NI appliances 1 year
Tss-nos
Mel. Harm KY Booth Merghell Courey and $275 Coleman RE appliosions for 1W Name 1 month deposit
apt basic rent 045. no pals 753-2605
*Pecs and simmese Murray Mud have out- 750-4116
NTLS
Jai
BR
2
month
bung or gimp and 19R-48A aparlinersts
?mai now amiable
WI
Ms*
I
1
-S
Townhouse,
1
\
HUGE
bedrooms
2
Mast
IS
Ask about move in free
Specimi move in reles
Nov (Ileums
days Gatemen RE $315.00 CM 753this month 270-4112- Cal 21134360
•"".`.0 S ISSi
1570 Lame Message
759-4115
8175
1
old
year
1
new
UICE
270-434-54%
208N 13Ih St Behind
1111
KFC 211111 1 bei. rod. bedroom. ail lop&
Rimed
270-213-6426
1 BR furnished or all epitomes, new car- anon liceidyn Dire
Cal 270-436AI55
FIREWOOD 260a KA unhenleNKI, low ute- pstionyl Carpool Very
Kalleck) ale be
Jui•bus commis
UV/00IOW
nice 750-9605. 293MO lie Mils $225 mo
(171SIEFill111
nerryissap.C1111.10% int HasammesSectrodes.
CASH paid ka
NM* Remodeied
0045
7S3-311•1
ApplomeatemsImmoral,birrardie etraw
yet Mollstem
11111 $29000
Oft lea apt* near 211R 2 bath duplex
draleriee socIlarry. eisetricaL Image& ad
SIR=Spas
29Ft $34000
Murray Garage. CM/A. large
dowillown
Maim
NM
addle
protimmic arms='Wefts
12th
S.
ONO.EN
313R $425 00
Wading at $200Mio
rooms Coleman RE
PLC logic csailests.
Murray
$100 deposit meow
7S3-4106
COMPLETELY set up
7334/1011
Vallee cerallialm meiWm mem,inwaleimim
1/2 acre, $10.500 7531 2. 3 was 753-1252 2911 CA1144%. refriger- be quilled swami*
011ice hours 8-2
rag *didew with de ltp tosod railt be.
6012
753-0906
or
ishwasher.
reingersused
ator
OOO
Mon-F n
•a mom araasilltwe.
eta et employes'
tem electric ranges
12. & 31111 opts walk- wove $400 a month
for wpm*
today
Call
/ralligegges mil be mom' Da MOM Caplet gee humans no condiable Pismo cal 753- 436-2166
,
nom
be lie
141 loners,
baseboard
eater ttemally1 Desealky
29R. central gm MM.
8221
•Ali Sin Urea
MIME'
beellsrs Used carpetOtpleymem lervicre. IllIllivedmat
.19A I bath rimier II atrial es $275 and
WO
AM
OAKS
l
=
Avallable
ifflame mil
Hapkimmilb benvem Ibe
ing. 753-4100
up some vain new carSMOLA AND DOW dryer. $3315
•IT 1
10581111
759
RE
Coleman
pel
4row
Have
it
apt.
Ilmei
1
Plisse 27•4/A4.24
$100[Wpm
11.111MDES - &Ms 111111.'
4116
implommo. sad. $425
ello
row
F
Bp
lotle //mnaramblemillededsoor
_
M
Dela
dead
FM
Chin* Cordrat
brarT-*MR
UM. ao Ortiouse ITV fen
29P F rom Na
MimeClug.-1M.
Ind Trucks. CO Pe yew aid • New Wed elude. NI& IMO
753
11100
CAVA.
al.
Menem
ladrielr
Ilrema
Ceti Today/
474-2540 or 11/010110 Immtflimga • Cal lofty 7s3-71/11
5415
111723.41.134447
711.5411116
411BP 611004P414
‘4 Need00.41•
Ma days a as

4,:

R

gi

Mit

IIIINserse

NEON BEACIF
MINIeSTORAGE

753-3253

ponaol.

CLASSIFIEDs

41• Thierelle,. t,Owner?. 2.:

Herm limigsr

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

airmisfallele
MURRAY awe and
LAM mew* hes
M
eimilable 753• er 7111-7636
--A1111111111F111.8118MOS
alma canna coned
skimp
•Sisourft alemed
allMe a demi
eke eel Irma*
Wee rent U-Heuts
7534600

LAIIINUSKY ark. 1
yew alit wile neelesed
dog ea Mile camera
and doghouse Call
750-0461

arelcuscimervi
20 ticautifid acres
Howie Aiuse t)
Marra, Former
Pet.. Pak. and
Pumpkins kiLation
75 1 907S
22' 2191

SSIA
can PIM litesed
dwelled ad In 70
Kentucky nsespopers
tor as MD as IMO
*eh one order, one
paymers,..For Moons
Ow mad We Miss
Sed dimilliestal use
nampeprie or cal MPS
-502-21B4R21

EXCELLENT Orchard
hay. square baies
queenly cheomint
(270)641-1166
PRIZED 4 year old
Belled Odicrisey Wino)
cow. New MS we

1111.11111118

FOR SALE BY OWNER
2011 Bruoklui‘en Dr.

1urray

Caner
PARIS. TN Beet location court spume. west
side 2 story 2.500
,q ft
pot
Now
i270)489-2116 leave
message

Insp. For Wel
1 700. sq ft bustles*
spice for lease High
traffic location eat
north of WalMart on
Hwy 641 Nevi center
now
Aveilebte
rates
Reasonable
Contact Jell Sparks at
7534•117
707 South 121h Street
South Center 1.200
sq It 710 sq ft 7531252 753-0606

1270)499-2116
riimespe.

wave

Haley keiessonel
Appraising
lor tarter en sorer
(270)759-421e

Fi. 111 kis
• Located lii sit) loons
•4 bedrooms. 3 full baths
•Office • Formal Dining Room
• 2 Living Rooms • Plus Extra Lot
• 3.1100 sq ft. under roof,
• 3.200 sq. ft. living area
• House Completely Remodeled

0 story WM wanmem baking MS 5
two-BR units Excellent
Inc ome-produc•r.
$125.000 , 270-7534106. 270-227-1545

1111100„

,Call 753-1624 after 5:00 p.m.
HORSE

COMMERCIAL or NAM
750 up to 3 000 sq ft KY-WATERFRONT
CrCi/fl
restrooms acreage' Ultimate pnplenty of parting, vacy Own 70 acres
$4.000fac
excellent tocation neer only
burickng 404 N Surveyed with county
4th Si complex 759- road and Ahem Cal
owner 270-924-4328
3772

lir

Wit7711W

INDOOR YARD SALE
37 Rieman Dr. 94E to 280. left

FARM

11111•11

KY-LAKE
Barkley
dockable waterfront
2 7 acres. 579.900
Call owner 270-9244328

13 1/2 +/- acres. 3 br. 1 bath. 3 car deleched
garage and workshop. born. equipment
shed 8 .1- acres fenced New Providence
Can Barbara•1st Teem Redly
753-111110 or 227-2626
2.8130 so II 38R Irving
room. dining room. den
with bull in bookcases.
20A. sunroom 2 tirebasement.
Pleats
gime room. large
weed fenced ywd wit
deck and Dna polio
location
Doemlown
Clem to noeplel. birumps center. schools
Asking $122.500. 7538736 or 293-411011

Careers
2003 2811 luxury by
camps
design
S10.000 753-5355
1994 Coachman 22 It
INS wheel mower
allineut
elearna
omen bed. reit to
camp. $6.5Q0 489230S Mar 5 00p m

on Tile Dr. turns into Rieman
Spa- UMW Weis

2-4-06
11 am-3pm
Entire contents of mobile home and
storage building full of tools, ladders etc 154 collectors cookie tars
and M&M candy dispensers.

1992 S 10 Blazer
2W0 A.0 power *widows co payer. 43
V6 engine Days cell
53.1055 After 5PM
call 767-90S2

lots more'

MOVING SALE
3313 Backusburg Rd.
Thurs. Fri, & Sat • After 5PM
horse trailer 2 horse trailer. 6 x12 dual
axles, good condition S1600 Pool table.
'equation size. Contender by Brunswick.
2 years old, very nice. S700. Hay approx.
125 sq bales Fescue orchard grass.
clover mix Si 75 per bale Feeders, water
troughs. odds 'n. ends 489-6279 If no
answer. leave message
VERY lerge warehouse
On approximately 3
acres 011ice space 2
bathrooms. equipped
with gas heat air
hookup, steel hoist
beam. groat lighting
extra large overhead
doors, excellent loca
son Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

I

R

es FeSW

RANCH Style House I
10 5 acres 1 mile born
SW school. 3 bedrooms 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn 22)140
equipment
shed
5224 900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992

FOR Sale 1993
.7_:achllac Devine like
'wire 72.000 miles
'67-9943
;.ir
2001 Chevy Cavsbor.
84.000 miles. saver
AC power steering
ABS. cruse. CO. nice
audio system, radar
detector great Net or
commuter car $5.400
080 251-6156 (deyl.
753-7624 (nrght)
2001 Hondo Civic EX
2 door. green. 29 K
mites. autornelic. security system. CD. sunroof
more
and
753-4189
513,000
alter 5.00 PM and anytime weekerxfs
2000 red mercury
Cougar 53 000 mess
mint condition 270293-83131

436.5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Peon
out garages. gutters
punk iS wee work
462-11666 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roots. as types 2/
years experience Cat
Carters
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Gutter cleaning.
hauling. Mink clean up.
cleaning out sheds etc
436-2967
A-1 Lamb's Tree
Service Complete
removal trimming. IOC
Also Tractor
work; Landscaping
436-2867
A-1 Stump
437-3044
FUTRELL Slifer
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding tireweed Insured 4892839

ALL CARPENTRY
•Locai newest Moses.
RessodMrs addeona.
Serving al Kankioky
perebes. decks. am
want EKNELnet.
seas. nrill MOW
mine in 5 nail No
mobile home week
mil cord needed
sagging lows, Snub
Erma virus proscaon
a *elm Wimps Larry
1477-7M-02M
Nemo (27017534372
or (270)7534363
110UPIIIIIR
ANDRUS encening
143R BALE
•Cerillied septa
•SAWMILLS from only
ineleNsMon
52.7951 Convert your
rCuerom doter
LOOS TO VALUABLE
beads" swam
LUMBER *eh your
•Ponds
Norwood portable bend
•Dnyesays
*wired
l simmill Log Siodders
Carpet
l
I
also avaibible
Clemens
753-9503. 978-0343
weesnonvoodindus'since 1971'
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Iries.00m Free Moms*Carpels *Upholstery
SERVICE & PARTS
eon 1400-578-1363
*Emergency Wow
270) 293-8726 OR
ext3OON
Removal •Ouick
759-5534
DP/1119
FINANCIAL
Buren
Chuck Van
Free EatimMes
BACKNOE &
*A Meerunglul Career'
'Got Darrr
TRUCKING
43st peld ter helping
763-11827
ROY HILL
Imam aka Inancial
system,
gravel.
Septic
pestesme. Nigh awnwhite rock
Ings mantel Sat your
436-2113
Ow hours For more
Dozer work I Track
inlemiellon. cal: Mr
hoe
Unton 0116416-5836
Cieilinevetion and
annatime
411CASHINI
Rssacideling.
cairn tor siliMiled setWe care about your
isnaiis. simillse, law
home Home repairs
Detail sue. leitagele Wass a
MIRACLES
additions. decks roofand cask Owes JO
housecleaning
ing. floor covenng
naserei 511-800coreksolion dean up
landscaping siding
-FREE ESTIMATES- as awes resmienott 794-7310
Relarences. I inlesestCall (270)753-1499 or
FOR RENT
so please call 767(731)247-5464
*Ind alkxdebie rental
9428
perobertson B wk net
holm% on
KyRents org Free
searching. free Mange
Provided by the
Kentucky Housing
Corporation Equal
Housing Opportuney

latc..owag

David's Cleaning
Services
We Speriaiize in CIecinin i ••
•%.'in.1 Sutras& IN-wing 4111,Ak
•ark.l. •Ail I...1,-mA Lk...nu-4.
Ckaning .Asulablc
•
Ofo; 1.1•IC MA Wan •Porkuag Lob Demmer.
Etivid Border,12701 527-7176 or 12701 2.4419.14

Di4J HANDYMAN
L.all us ODOUt our winter specials tor siding
293-54313
ELECTRICIAN
New Cons* !Remodel,
or trouble Lic arid ins
va 30 yrs exp Carl
753-7010
1.,
tile
(irznite
*kilt hen I utterer kin
• •Iii.. IA oft,
114.
,
•4111.11
1114)14. row%
121% at?... 'torn

Drywall
PERKINS
Finishing
Jerry
Perkins
270-7058557 270-705-8553

99 Plymouth bison
Cam
Si 700 OBO
(2701978-1681

& asps

sale
tor
BIRDS
Greer
Parakeets
Conures
Cheek
Conures (normal and
mutation colorsl Sun
Conures Parrolletts
Amazon Parrot /31
731-707
842-6913
1584
DOG Obedience
Master Trainor
436-2958

2BR on 4 5 acres et
Lynn Grove ClIrPon
detached workshop
270-753579 900
4109
WWW KYLAKEFS•
BO COM
See area homes for
use by owner or lei
your property 767
0591 lot into

Times

97 Lumina 4 di runs
new
great
tires
$2,500 Call after 400
pm 759-5375

1999 Nissan 4 wheel
drive truck Good condition with matching
topper
$1500
12701252-0660
(270)293-7491

FOR SALE
•Wo. Tanning Beds
Buy direct and save'
Full Body units from
522 a month' Free
Color catalog Call
today" 1400442-1305
iinvw np etstan coin

HOMES F0411 SALE
*Pam* VaCilon
Horne. 5 miles horn
Red Raw Gorge &
Netural Moldy SIM
Park. Nice house & 50
sores. Great AN
retreat $117.500 Cal
1106463-3609
MNICELLANBOUS
*Mane IlledurecRigid Siang kir apt
ming ardeasn career
FM medals sews
Osage.rbi..ald
dew
I diellymere
AN 0111040104367
fain Degree online
born horns Voice.
litainses. *Pacereger.
Tempulers. Tanana
Joke. Job placement
Computer Ormidit
Financial aid 4 qualify
1866)858-2121
we* orilineedesseMedi corn

arvorreraiavarrINC GOODS
CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF AND COUNTRY
CLUB. GeorgWown
GM Digest voted tar
best paws to play
20041 Join us Ion your
rem immetoWleg
OMNIliteraberehiP
indelle. 502-57080481
*WM Elk. Red Stag.
VINIeled. Bullet°, Mid
Boer Our season now311/06 Guaranteed
license $S- trophy in
two days No-genw
NoPeY MACY DeVe
(314)209-9600. evenings (314)2930610
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ou a Class A dank
yours issling No me
thing Wei &We ialla
a compere/Ike hes We
freight to lump you running- and Owls you out
at 40 to 42 CPI°
&surge wyelia. kll
•
Milesime
you can taunt on EOE
3 mos sup rep 1-877452-5627
•IITC gets herbed dnvera norm every weekend with BIG psychical! Company
Dame Meit up is

HEALTH imirirtga._

Olver, Owner
Operators. Cowpony
Average $I 319ISIS
Howe weekends. during week No Mooed
depash. Pale propme.Oiler kooks salamis.Gilt Med deli
si ran 14004111086
<haw- Repeal
Onvere- GM Moe, pir
r-:;:;7:_,
pert
CbiewA COL and i
year VT aperisnce
needed NO Hums
requited OTR
Availed,. Gm West
Sae Transport. 1100677-5627 won,westsidelranspon corn
•Cinvers Ass you gel
11,19its PIN you
deiseryelAiete Mews
wet Van- up to 35
Faded- up to 41c, pita
tarp Sign-on bonus
Students wetowne
Class-A moored EOE
Cal 7 days aIt
877-774-5313
wive CioAoehl cool
Owes- Childs out ins
camped woos*
ewe Na mailers.
COL Trainine ww1Mle.
100% mien reinimew
merit Tap trainee pay,
1-800-231-5209
WNW SviderfUCkIn9a0b6
corn
•Oheers Guaranteed
nome weekends. sign
on bonus, up to 44 corn
staring. let year
550.000+. New Maas
coming. no sip sea%
experience required
800-441-4271 eel KyIOC
•Onvers needed tor
L.°ramie &
Georgetown. KY Local
& Reporter (2 yr recent
eip reuireg 11119-270
ISM
www abdrovers corn
*Drivers SEMI Owner
Operators' Eam up to
$1 41 per mile Free
Bees pales. permits
giel-ciorn No touch
freight' Drivers Check
us out 1400-879-2486

aar
<maws- Semi-OTR up
to 50cpm Sit wpmence. benells. sally
home time
Reenwease 10891end

'4=

griVrill
1 1ratik
11
Heallheare
BUSKE 1400479900-2364803
.prescription plan'
24116 x2116
*war BTC1lat corn
$69 95rrno Nabonwooe
coverage. No ImitaPIANO Lessons
*Ms Trucking School alesorsi Otenburors
tions Includes
Limning. Inc e
*Jazz
Accepting Trainees tor
Doctors. Dental vision
Growing' Cunene,
uCtassical
VANersr. Swift. OR
hosp & More.
*Gospel
England.elk* 11 die seeking COL-A Drivers
Everyone accepted'
436-6054
COU Gidisaw saident Ion dedicated runs CPU
Calf WCG 1100-21111or eatery. depending on
on menrinenditgl
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9214 ext.2332
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we.dnveancll corn
▪ RELLAALE
•Dnver Be Home every
We provide insilled
•RATES AS LOW AS
'Ito
Experience- No
1-2
And.
weekend!
Sts,
leads. complete product
times/ week' Earn up to Job?"7? No Problem"'
76147111 2041/611
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550.000 first year'
$100.1118maindesion
Placement $740- $SW
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income mewed Pnor
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outside Idea m
Long. meals. transCOL and 6 months
ence-portation Hering in your
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FREE
Peekapoo 900-367-7795 ext 104
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1-8754360
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Drivers average
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H PPN
Friday. Feb. 3. 21106:
You might %ant to take a second
took at what life has to offer
you. Everyone, including you.
hecism4.-. jaded at %011ie point
Like y our tune making &tumults You h.1%e a %Ming manner
of communicating SiIntel mrs
you might he able to pull hack
others
and Understand sirh
hehase in such strange ssas It
you are singk. soy could meet
someone mile exilic and vet)
different Yoe night welly enjoy,
this unique bond. No minter
what rat NOM, yew will want
oweseadicating your
so wadi
eniatintea. If you we attached.
your relationship will bloom
when you schedele a petal!
trip TAURUS can he loo
.inchored.
The Stift Maier Mir KW of
lkiy Yowl New 5-Dynamic.

3,.erage.
I -Dtirklik
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** F,nally interpersonal
inieraCtions become easier
Others might rpaliy try to listen to
you for a change' You might
want to revamp your opinion
about someone you care for
Start working and planning on a
trip
TAURUS (April 10-11ey 20)
*dr* Tale your Owe meting a
Oioleion. though suddenly ii
We a lot dorm You might
weed lo uS MO leler In Os day
sr tomorrow. vas wont lo be
asskialp sum Nau rnight need
46 rovonip your allikeds
110.111(lleyI1.as 20)
***** °thesis simply cheer
you on. You 111111011 We taken
aback by Whets' approisches.
but you will late OW support A
reliftinehiP suddenly becomes
much easier Take your time with
this person

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*tit You want to be more in
sync with a family member or
roommate. At the same time,
you need to take charge arid
hand, your responsibilities. You
Si Gs What comes down your
pees - you wia
23-Aug. 22)
LEO
***** Use your mend rather
than Nis a direct action
Reaserch Memetivee WM care,
for your own sake. You might
revise your plans. Discussions
involving wort or a parent finally
fall inlo place. Just bong in there.
VIRGO(Aug. 21141spt. 22)
•*•* Wort individually with
each person who conies down
your pat Revise your lhOughts
when you find out dada illuallon
is Mown from whet you Melly
Ihetillt A moneymeling Idea
Check it out
IN* 23-011.10)
=
***** You tooLliellir Mon
you hove Ins long ewe.Sind
ing planet gees direct. not lo

rograde for a long time Others
come forward and allow you to
express your feelings Perhaps
you are finally more willing to
open up Schedule a long-Wrm
discussion
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Accomplish as much as
you can In fact, you might want
to consider putting in some overtime You could be surprised at
Another s unhappiness when
you clon1 torn him or her How
nice Is that"
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.
21)
**••• You clearly art and
speak in a manner that draws
enthusiasm You fond that with
imagertabon. probtems Sid have
vandived your daily de
ish A fnend Melds more dearly
In fact, othera We more easygoing then babe. You will zero in
on what you went
CAPPICORN(Dec 22-Jai. 10)
**** Handle personal modem
cerelully You will vont your mind

to beat eine when you move on
to other protects law in the day
You might went 10 re-evaluate an
issue where you might have
been a bit ngid.
AQUARIUS(Jen. 20-Feb. le)
**tr•• You lighten up arab
others do as well Plans that
have been on hold could head in
a different direction You could
be delighted and feel wellrewarded Come from a secure
position You are lovable

Join

PISCES (Feb. 19-North 20)
***** Dealing with others
might be a insp. You will Mut the
sudden cherige S pace end be a
ICit happier. You might be startled
by what cantos down your path
°Olin up to greater security and
more freedom
BORN TODAY
Actress Morgan Fairchild (1950).
artist Norman Rockwell (1894)
•
•
•

FARM BUREAU...Here's Why!!
25% OFF Shervincr-Willtarns Paintc

60% OFF Coast to Coast Eyeglasses/Contacts
10% OFF DO Computers
s500 OFF Dodge Vehicles
INSURANCE Auto. Home. boat. Manufactured Home

753-4703
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I. yams awl
Published is piques of Omer
de Domes.mooned as Calloway
Comp Nigh School Iladishall
Illommembg Queen Abe pleased we her ammbees. Amy
Meow Michas lieeedinen.
*Man Ileisdirs Nihau
awl Rhoads Kest in beitellell
penes the some nioht Canny
Laken wee 7243 end Lab Laken wen '10.61 over umw ham
Pokes City NO looms for
Calloway wen Ind Dowse aid
Stephweis Halet
bobs nomad Ideals a hay
to Nye awl Ihung ins ate3 a
pH to AMU endkit Rohm.
lia. 27; a girl to Pow* and
Bobby Dein. lea 29.
10 pare ego
Pubbiled is a please el Jahn
Lambe oneivieg
meilarbee
from Meway Pasoan leak
Haygood They wet* "A OW
Netslihae Mead" and a eat&
case ben U.S. Powwow Oen
eral in Maar of Laselaw's 3$
years at service at he ihway
poseoffice He retired Jim_ 31.
LaMar mid he ismehed us different panimelms arms and go
at the Amoy poutoffice bung
his awake dim
Mahe evened include a gut
to Kaimine aml Marvin Pennon ad a hey to Pantie sod
Rainy km. lan. 30
30 mei ago
A weedier afreisery ins issaid
for Weween Kmoodry six a
•
mormatem began Meninihis mornins A pemilde warowledois of
one to we Wins of snow in
been psedimed
the Murray
arm. Calloway County Schools
, were dissiased at 12 30 p m
today because of the weather
according to Sup( William B

school heeketball
Timm woe 77eover
sil Ilailani Memorial old
Celloway Wan low 47-37 as
Calm Swam Nigh masers vure
Raymond $ims Ow Murray and
David Winos far Calloway
411 gum agi
Toadies is shook of Mtnray amid Camp Comity will
Men a l'OaillapillienoW" on
Pah. 3 le Wessel over the salary
sawaire
imehom is the new.
Peed Schuh&
- of
Mwny City Schalk said the
faculty. slaw will the faculty
of Caliovray County Scheele.
voted to support he Kanoniq
libeetion Amocheina pow&
Mrs. Mamie Clones doemed
a roam at a mai%
ihe
Wenn%factioy elChdellio IS'
'in at CON Camp Chewed
Methodist Climb held at he
home of Mts. Ned Column.
ir011a age
Heavy ail almost OPIllimmous
rains over the paet mut have
worked havoc with onanty roads.
worming to Cooley bey WayIon Rayburn. N. mid that is
rased melees ht eitimmed at
detnews at boom 53.000 mad
WOOD.
Repeat Naha owned at Marray Howled iodide a girl to
Mr. ad Mee. Billy Oise Cbtk.
a gill to Mr. ant Mts. Hemel
Sgergeoa a girl to Ms. sod Mrs.
Keene* York a girl to Mr. awl
Mrs. Fred Peden ned a boy to
Mr. ad hirs. David Thompson
Dr. Weber Behar of Mummy
hes hem aimed as
- of
ihe helms Powitese Clirepractic Aseseioina. Other °Mows we
Dr. .I.P. Hicks of 11.41.4 Oak mid
Dr RI Elder of Padecalt.

se
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All-night baking binges cause
man to question wife's health
DEAR AIRY: My belosed
wile any be kidnap bend'.
mid I emit mop her. Once or
twice a week Es stays up all
sight bekiew cookees Bar her
ltiembi" at week - huge in.
bun of cooties. Ow Mimimin. she was up sight after
mid ilavery woemom.
My wile
is 63 and in
a demenchng
profession I
canntit
behest that
the body cam
tolerate
sleepless.
nights like
this
She
she
says
tam
"a
usgs im her
car at lunchtime. hot I doubt
It.
How can I stop her from
this self-destructive Imbit? I
don't want to lose her, but I
don't know what to do It I
try to dissuade her front cookie-baking. she pen extremely
huffy. mod ies Wain our nordeft. - MARRIED TO THE
COO= MONSTER IN CALIFORNIA
MAR MARRIED: You
appear to he a concerned and
loving spouse Sleep patterns
can vary from individual to
indivithsail. mid different people inquire diffeent amounts
of sleep to function well
However, because you are
concerned about how y our
wiles deep pattern could Alec(
•,

Ey The Aseadalled Pres
de Maims of Span.
Today is Thursday. Feb. 2. the
le 1653. New Affemenkra -lid day of 2006. These are 332 now New York City - was incurdays left in the year. This is
Groundhog Day
• In 1848. the Treaty of
USW% Highlight in History: Clesdelme ilidelge. ending the
Oa Feb 2. 1943. the remais Modena War. in depot
der of Nan forces from the RatM 1570. the "Caul( Gin."
tle at Itsiinvad suneadered is a supposedly the penned eanems
seam victory fix the Soviets in of. Mum dinovered in Clear
World War IL
was sevalled to be amain
Oa this dna:
more hot aimed gypsum
la 1336. at Argemese city of
I HD& the Nedend Lamm
Buenos Aires was founded by Pedro of Professional Base Ban Oulu

was formed in New Yost.
In I M2. Ineh poet end
dist James Joyce was bens near
Dublin
In 11497. fire destroyed the Penn
sylvansa sum agent in Hams
burg A new allaimat was Jed
waled on the mew sin sine years
laser
In 1945. Presit.tem Roosevelt
and lintish Prune Misseer Mama Churchill dinened Malta for
the amat is Dia with So.let
leader knef Sofia.
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her geweell MOW impel to
her -- sod pimei* her playscam - deb she might bomb
from disown*the oaken with
I slip *Weft watidist to
delerniikee erbelber arts pain die mom of rest she
mod&
IMO

DEAR AIRY:Lan May.he
sea of m had to pet ow RSretwold mother and 90yeeraid faiher into m ase'wead-inlag facility -- Mom in
Atikataises and Dub for been
whims and Moiety faikee.
Our media is in the Ime
dle sages at her disease.
Dad -died no laly 2. Nly
Iwo siblings who live less that
two has away front Mom
decided dist a amok! out be
a good idea to will her thm
her husheed bed poised away.
Three of us don't like In
decision. la fact. two of my
bream have Napped call*
Mom because they're afraid
she win oh if we haat in
died, aod they drat wale to
be to in. Sbe his been WM
In he is "aleepti • tot "
What do yes think about
the way this is being hoodied?
I cannot tell you bow sad I
am about this and the fact
that we actually in both
parents last July. I on the SOCorki,oldest child and could really use some good advice. SAD IN CALIFORNIA
DRAB SAD: You have my
sympathy fix your loss. However. I advocate for telling the
truth. unless it is a cruel one.
In a case like this, where your
mother ha. no short-term memory, each time your mother
hears that her husband is dead
it will be as if she's hearing
it for the first time It would
be a kindness not to put her
through that again and again.
DEAR AB1114.1 operate a
borne-based business My home
phone number doubles as my
business las number .4 day
does not go by that we dint
get one Of two unsolicited
faxed advertisements with the
latest "hot" stock up or resort
meatus package. I have called
the "do not fax number listed on the faxes each time, but
they continue to anise -- often
at 3 am. If you hang up. they
just keep calling Isni there
some federal or state law to
regulate this practice' -- LOSING SLEEP IN OHIO
DEAR LOSING SLEEP:
The federal goseminent has a
I3o Not Call Registry. The
number to call to sise tap is
K/18-382-1222
Onn in
renew every five years to
remain on it If. after three
months .4 signing up. you still
receive unwanted fazes, you
may file a complaint by calling the same phone number
or logging on to wv. .donotcall.gos. Alternatively. unplug
your phone when you go to
bed to guarantee you won't he
disturbed. a
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I Play banjo
Phony Wool
11 Folk
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14 took - it
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1 7 Shoe orldln
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20 VIdsoierna
rtionorararn
rissi
22 M
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27 eons Me
29 Whoa and
sada
31 5s1 r*
33 DM bread
34 Japanese
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37 Wort units
40 Parts cop
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*poetise with boody meitien.
.an *mem your giew0119118119161
menttanal and amonenei
on is she coneumbe mow.
agonies" Is there a phyaini
mow sea es a thomed desepic far bar ebemees?
MAR MS OM My kmhood is 47 yiars itiK Iin
*Mown Goys he hea carbraigtwill. Recess, at hilk he
in we baps west Please
eapbin obit do condemn is
nul ebbe way latiom is
aiisapare am Ms exavisy.
DEAR REAM: Carethwaympahy •sisical in
dieneing amihmetiee of do
Weesiods.uldeitiosloomme
1.1111 old imadent. badge
to alicelv.
hesiehiag and seercis*. Cardieseysapediy in
Reny Poem maging hese
arbehei Meer to aiesnosclesole Morn dimmer Also.
condidort is trapready associted with thyroid dissents
and viral inkc lima of the
hest
Cardionsyopsday.
niche
Wilk angles sod eisailet
In. doss mot wow pow
Rehm the wintry synentem
is bniedbeenees.
Trammel includes mediceWWI • sodi an ACE mlubsors
to redone Ow work of the
heart. amnia to rid the body
of excess Reit and aeons
to strne the heartbeat
Even
humpy,houwver,the
prognosis is poor: 70 pewees
of potiews die *this five
years.
Oa a Mee 41111illailliC on.
most palm" with caedivillapathy we menbiat eandhhins
foe Newt tremplimes. Pas obvious reasoas. inch patients most
curtail physical acusity sestreIs
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MAR DR. GOTT: My
pasillesvipor. age it voilisb
90,.-' I es afraid in
she easy have 1119111119.1. !bees
nemore on that seine is
wrong
DEAR RI.ADEL I wile
I could N
yew growldrasolvor is 3
hot tall or
diewer. her
weight ist.
be peefacely
normal:
however, if
he is taller
dos. say. 3
Dr. Gott
bst 3 Whin
here
Dv
Dr Paler God comb be a
problem.
This is am issue hest addressed
by family sod protessuard services, in a highly suppordve
mode
Venous eating disorders
asmifien in varying means:
hinge orinag. starvanon. vomiting. butive abase sod odor
*PaThe saws pooscas of
wiley's in pique my awnsity. CM the out Mod. American children am min themselves into dunk alweily.
with all the_
oshed1hful canton:aces. hot in
adolescents
are
charnels
extreme thinness While Wit
XI rant and rasp about 191111MOt
ohesity, we should acknot9halle
that an thappropnate pilaw
phy of malnutrition inopally harmful
The place to start lie emalysis of whether vow gramillaughter's eating pst109116
411119.
Serous is with her physician.
Once again, the faro* *odd
he ins obeli prore,Arortsi stewtitan is needed The ph y sician.
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Thinness could be
anorexia
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Meals on Wheels
The Bus' parents host the Steelers for dinner

AP

Gladys Bettis. right, mother of Pittsburgh Sloekw* running back Jerome Bettis helps family friend Erima Saxton
cut roast beef as they prepare dinner for Bettis teammates at the Bettis home in Detroit Wednesday

DBTIMIT (AP) — Thés 111 arm* a Daiwa Tires hat sod
why We whed as tackle boom a jacket with "Detroit" woos
Bettis.
the chest.
-We've got agehey.
The Swims arrived in boos.
roost bed. hot pen beam cars a,nd of course. a bus. BOOS
caulked yams. macaroni and said the coaches were issilad.
chasm doe,pairune net. rolls." bat they war too boy so Mend.
fagnily blend Enma Saxton said Still, they sew**Ora* and
in dry Bettis kitchen Wednesday cooditioning coach in check on
night.
the food.
Suffice to say. this was unlike
Inside. Gladys and Johnnie
any other team dinner for the Bettis were ready.
Pittsburgh Steelers.
A few steps away from the
With the Super Bowl in his kitchen
sporting earrings
backyard. the Bus ins lied the with the Sieelers' logo --

die dreaggia —
einemcabs*peach nobbles."she alit
TheUs' dad this* hod
done his does.
-no so and.aid my head is
spiolita." he said., waft* tip
his driveway Oar padding up a
poidtlanglow Min wheel god
drappieg her elf at dingo clew
Delmit police eastrred that
only residents could drive ea the
street after perked cars had
already lined the SONISt

boys and a few other special
guests to his waft. house
"It means a ItIL esPectalls to
my mom and dad, who want to

joked through the window other
cll. "Really
this is so cool.

be as hospitable as they can,
being that this is home for me."
the burly running back said
standing on the front lawn.

Gladys insisted she wasn't
stressed
"I'm not doing the cooking."
she said
About 90 minutes before the
players amved. Saxton stood in
the kitchen. tnmming fat off
succulent stnps
beef Oh. and

"What's happening to my
neighborhootr"
il Ryder

We've lised on this street for 10
years. and the Betimes are the
hest To have Jerome come
home to play in the Super Bowl
in his hometown to end his
career is fabulous

Bemis hoe ant cnobrated he
wiM toed hie 13-yeas Vintr
Sweskry. bet as expect hint to
and his randier hopes he will.
"I disk he will retire. and I
hope he does. Its time." she said
Ingt week Otis.is bar iitnery, a
siting Mud with everything
ban The Des pogo)dipte her
saa's Plidosil Hones Societ)
seri'Who else could he do to

sop msr

The Bettis tam ly hosted
about 65 people in their borne
a Theekegivieg dimes in
-1996 whatPlillhorgh Aped the
Lions. a pow regnembeged(ass
botched coin flip in overtime
widi Bettis as a c.aptain
-Whoa we dad dist. I stud I
would never do that again."
Gladys said with a %sulk millions have seen her son flash

The Las Vegas
Steeiers? Check
back in another
40 years
\s11;\k;ItiN +AP) -Pittsburgh fans won't like it, but
how Joe. the Las ,,Cgas Steders
sound
As the National Football
eague stages its 40th Su,
Row! this Sunda. nearly
thy league's teams are in s,
munitie• gro% mg slower than
li
national average
And
Pittsburgh. home to one of this
.11 •
part It: WantS, has lost
11h4C population than anx other
metropolitan are.i in the sountrv
since I WI
the titcelers opponent in the
hip giane is from Seattle. one or
the nation's fastest growing
markets
NI-I fans can he fierce!)
lov al. especiallx in places like
Pittsburgh. which has had a
ICrm
since
the
tireat
Oepression Hut when the 80th
`Nutlet Bowl rolls around, several fast uss tog communities
will he able to hoist potential
tan bases that will far outnumber those of some eurrent teams.
-Protessuinal sports is pmliahls going io loot J lot different
in 40 years than it does nght
now
said Charles Euchner.
who has written several hooks
oil spon• and economics "They
.ire gont;: to he global eniegm.The \lessen flax lavin•''
The NH. has 32 teams, hut
none in Portland. Ore.. Orlando.
Fla or San Antonio. All three
metropolitan areas rank among
Ow nation's top 12. and all of
them are growing much faster
than the national average Los
Angeles is the largest metropolitan area without a team. having
lost moot thefil Ito tgher cities in
the 1940..
RIC Las Vegas market is no
;2.with I 7 million ()col
750000
about
Pittsburgh. But Las Vegas hus
more than doubled in site since
1990. while Pittsburgh has lost
h7,000 people
-Las Vegas is the I
Grail.- said Marc Gams. pi,
dent of Sportscorp Ltd.. a
Chicago-based Lonsulting firm.
-There me people who hehesc
that an Nil team in Las Vegas
would he the most profitable
'ranch's': in spins The gambling indu'sirs could
tuel those Profits. hut it also
scars the NI-I . which is %smiled about icoparthiing the
integnix, of the games
Other protessional sports
leagues have ahead) given in to
the allure of sunshm,. tmi
crowing markets.
The National II
has moved or
such traditional hricke.
as Phoenix. Raleigh. N
Nashv ilk. Icon The Nati,
Raskr.-thall A ssricuunin expert
team in
with
merited
J
‘ansouser. Bmish Columbia
hut (-seaway fumed it t4 ,
Memphis. Tenn
Sew Orleans has
problem. It ranked 40th
illation. and that was bet-i ,
limns-ow Katnna scattered
41...tmk 11.1 %AWN falls :14.71",
hie L

There is. however. hope for
toivihall fans in Buffalo. N.Y
leseland and Detroit. home ti
this weekend's Super Howl
have
All dam omentant
heen shale dews the gorilla
1,, rankings for years.
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